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Participants at the Pacific Affiliation of College and University Residence
Halls Conference yell “PACURH represent!” as a delegate prances about.
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Humboldt Brewery review

* Photo by Cat Sieh.
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GROW LIGHTS * ORGANICS * HYDROPONICS
AMENDMENTS * SOILS » ROCKWOOL
PEST MANAGEMENT * CONTROLLERS
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The indoor growing season is upon us. Check out our summer growroom and rare
selection of carnivorous plants and orchids. Largest inventory on the North Coast.
Sale 15% off Sunlight systems and AmHydro systems through November.

Open Mon-Fri 9-7, Sat 10-6, Sun 11-4
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policy to be

AMP
HELP

discussed

Coming to a phone
booth near you

Karen Wilkenson

Cat Sieh

3

Sexual assault

Campus Editor

Features Editor

Humboldt

An open meeting to discuss a first
draft revision of HSU’s sexual assault
and harassment policy will take place
Thursday at 1 p.m. in the Squad Room
of the Communications House 54.
The last time the policy was revised
was February 1996. Four years later, major functions of the policy were
eliminated and are now under revision. Specific changes include eliminat-

informally advising victims on procedures for filing formal university, civil

Jones,

director

of diversity

A Sunset Hall resident smokes in his dorm room. Campus drug
violations in 2003 nearly equaled the past two year’s combined.

emphasized that if people come to her

the information isn't necessarily confi
dential, as she is a federally mandated
reporter.

we've been doing training for sexual
harassment.”
section and identified confidential
non-confidential resources, direct
students and employees to on and
campus locations.
“If anybody was to add any addi
tional resources that would be a great

thing to do,” Jones said.
After the Thursday meeting the new
guidelines will supersede the previous,

outdated version and
campus policy.
Karen

become

official

Wilkinson can be reached at

kiw23@humboldt.edu

emt

report crimes more
respond faster.
are becoming an incollege campuses,”

Cat Sieh can be reached at
cms72@humboldt.edu

Cat Sieh

2005

Campus Editor

drug education programs, the AS res-

budget

for alcohol

and

other

olution notes that the majority of the

With campus drug violations in
2003 nearly equaling the previous two
years’ violations combined, Associated
Students is asking for funding to focus

money went toward sanctioning stu
dents who had already violated the
drug and alcohol policy.
The resolution calls for additional,

on preventative education, rather than

continuous funding for alcohol and

violation penalties.
Amid a multi-million-dollar bud

drug education.

get deficit, AS passed a resolution in

A survey by the National College
Health Association in spring 2002

support of an unspecified amount of

showed

university funding to hire a drug and

dents

alcohol

30 times a month. ‘This figure is four
times as high as the average number
of students who smoked as often at 44

education

coordinator

at its

Nov. 8 meeting. If the University Bud-

Bring your input, opinions
and thoughts for HSU’s
revised sexual assault/harassment policy to the
Squad Room in the Communications building
this Thursday, Nov. 18, at
1 p.m.

though [the phones] look new and differ-

encourage people to
quickly, and help UPD
“Blue-light phones
dustry standard for
Dewey said.

AS calls for drug education

get Committee agrees to allocate the

Let year wofee

emergency phones, said Bob Schulz, director of facilities management.
The phones, which were installed as part
of the university’s Telecommunication Infrastructure Project, will connect callers to
University Police 24 hours a day.
There are already dozens of emergency
phones on campus, marked with blue lights
to signify a beacon of assistance. “Even

Dewey hopes that having more phones
and more clearly identifiable phones will

Jones said she also added a resourc-

es
vs.
ing
off

are

ent, they're really just an enhanced version
of what we already have,” said Acting Police
Chief Tom Dewey.

Pre ention
punishment

and compliance services, said anyone
seeking legal assistance can still come
to her office and get information, but

“Generally people get referred to
me pretty easily,’ Jones said. “Because

police

under construction, and will soon include

sultants (who once played a major role

Helen

University

gency assistance telephones will allow people on campus to make faster crime reports,
enhancing campus safety.
The tall brown poles marked “Assistance”
that have appeared across campus are still

ing sexual harassment prevention con-

and criminal charges) from the policy,
and adding specific examples of assault
and harassment and reorganization.

State

hopeful that fourteen newly installed emer-

requested funding, the school could
fill the position by next fall.
“We have a huge amount of students with drug and alcohol problems [at HSU],” said Nicole Alvarado,

AS Student Affairs Vice President and
author of the resolution. “And I’m not
talking about marijuana,’ she added.
“I'm talking about students addicted
to prescription drugs, students who
drink seven or nine beers a night.”
Although the University Budget
Committee recently allocated onetime funding of $62,000 in the 2004-

that 21 percent of HSU
who

smoked

marijuana

stu20 to

other campuses nationwide (5.4 percent).
“Many

of [staff and

faculty]

have

noticed there is significant heavy alcohol and drug use on campus,” said Student Health Center Director Rebecca
Stauffer. “We need even more

[finan-

cial and educational support] than we
had before, and now we have less.”
The new drug and alcohol education position would be created in addition to the university health education coordinator, who educates the

See DRUGS, pg. 5

Cat Sieh

New emergency phones will
connect the caller directly to UPD.
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Cat Sieh
Student housing representatives from across the nation and
beyond chanted “It’s a role
call, y’alll It’s a roll

call!” during a game at the PACURH conference at HSU Saturday.

Housing gets rowdy
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Conference

this weekend.

This year’s

theme was ultimate superpower.
“We invite you to participate and become super
heroes,” conference co-chair and HSU student John
Carter said at the opening ceremony on Friday. He empha- “There is no
sized that the ability to be a
break down barriers than act- day heroes.
leader and a role model is the
San José State Universiing like an ass in front of total
ultimate superpower.
ty delegate Kenda Pot said
This is HSU’s first time act- strangers.”
conference-goers from her
ing as host, but the conference
school were dressed up as
has been held every year since
Lynisha Perkins spartaneers, a modern spin
1979. Conference co-chair
HSU PACURH delegate” their mascot, the Spartans
and communications senior
“There's nothing wrong
Erin Miedema said the schools attending the conferwith school spirit,” she said.
ence come from all over the Pacific region. This inHSU delegate and art senior Lynisha Perkins said
cludes schools in Alaska, Washington, Oregon, Calicommon cheers are great at breaking the ice.
fornia, Nevada and Canada.
“There is no better way to break down barriers
“Humboldt is getting really involved,” she said.
than acting like an ass in front of total strangers,”
“Hosting the conference puts us on the map.”
Perkins said.
Miedema also said the conference is a way to
This year’s conference cost $118 per student
communicate with leaders throughout the region to
which covered transportation, food and lodging.
come up with program ideas.
HSU science education senior Amanda Voudy,
“We share ideas and talk about what works and
who is also the finance chair and the national comwhat doesn't,” she said.
munications coordinator, said $1,700 of the proNational Communications Coordinator from UC
ceeds generated this year goes to Habitat for HuBerkeley, Cynthia Zhang hopes her delegates will
manity, and any excess of up to $1,000 goes toward
learn leadership skills they can implement in their
American Disabilities Act implementation. For exown residence halls.
ample, she said at California State University, Fuller“It's a great way to see what other schools in the
ton, because of the large population of deaf students,
region are doing,” she said.
the excess generated from the conference Fullerton
At the opening ceremony, keynote speaker Mihosted helped pay for interpreters.
chael Wilcoxen told the crowd of advisers and othAt the closing ceremony on Sunday the host's
er residence hall staffers to borrow ideas and impleplaque was passed on to Pacific University, which
ment them in their own residence halls, to ask for
will host the conference next year.
help when they need it and to challenge misconcep-

tions and systems that don’t work. Wilcoxen is also

HSU's clubs and activities director.

Jessica Cejnar can be reached at
luthien20@verizon.net
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Put 371 students from 37 different schools in the
same room, fling capes around their shoulders, maybe add a purple fluffy wig, don't forget the underwear
and watch as their power and energy take over.
Humboldt State University hosted the Pacific Affiliation of College and University Residence Halls

Wilcoxen told the audience that as advisers they
have the power to affect many other students. He encouraged students to reach out to those who may be
lonely and afraid, and to continue to come up with
ideas geared toward touching students’ lives.
“You have the power to make an immediate and
profound impact on the world,” he told students,
adding that it's “how you interact with people that
makes you professional.”
In accordance with the ultimate superpower
theme, students came dressed up as their own super
heros. Jordan Burn, a delegate from the University
of Nevada, Las Vegas, said he and his fellow Rebels came dressed up as solbetter way tO diers because they are every-

yy

Staff writer

rN

Jessica Cejnar
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DRUGS: 2003 violations equal past
two year’s numbers combined
continued from pg. 3
campus community regarding a
broad range of health issues on
campus, including sexually trans-

issues on campus.

The 2003-2004 Student Affairs
Annual Judicial Report noted 214

mitted diseases, sexual assault and
nutrition issues, to name a few.

students were referred to Student

The Health Center hired HSU
social work graduate Mira Mazur

ler’s office for alcohol and/or drug
offenses. About 65 percent of
those students were freshmen living in the dorms.
“All college campuses have
problems with drugs and alcohol,
Butler said. “We have a significant
one.”
Presently, students found in
violation of campus drug and alcohol policy are referred to Butler's office, and sometimes sent
to a Health Center counselor. After budget cuts, it has become exceedingly difficult for students
who want to see a counselor about
alcohol or drug abuse voluntarily

as the new health education coordinator after the last coordinator,
Bryce Kyburz, left the university
over the summer, leaving the position vacant all semester. Kyburz
had provided drug and alcohol
education in addition to his other
duties while he held the position.
“[Kyburz) happened to have a
very strong background in drug

and alcohol education,” Stauffer
said. “All the people we interviewed for [the health education
coordinator] position didn’t have
that background.”
Mazur, who has worked with
the local Planned Parenthood for
the past six years developing outreach programs, began her position on Monday.
Though HSU has not yet defined the duties of the drug and
alcohol position, Stauffer said the
educator would be specifically
trained in drug and alcohol education, and focus solely on those

Uae

Affairs Vice President Steven But-

to get an appointment.

“We need to remain vigilant
about the seriousness of the prob-

lem,” Butler said. “It’s a matter of
safety, it’s a matter of healthy living and it’s a matter of choice.
Alvarado said President Rollin
Richmond firmly supported the
resolution.
Cat Sieh can be reached at

cms72@humboidt.edu
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2:26 a.m.

A suspicious male subject attempted to steal a bike from outside of the Theater Arts building.

9:35 p.m.
A resident reported a subject
smoking marijuana outside the
window.

to leave. An officer was unable to

locate the subject.

Check

in Humboldt with APP members.
out ft im APP at www.safepiercing.org
sho

AUDIO & VIDEO

in a Dumpster. An officer freed

resources area after being asked

only

ing marijuana in Laurel Hall.

Two small raccoons were stuck

5:20 p.m.
An abusive male subject refused to move out of the media

Your

10:41 p.m.
Multiple residents were smok-

7:06 a.m.

the raccoons.

SEND TOUR CPENDIN TD THE *DACH
@ cot tips? _, MB: 826-3271 (Fax: 826-5921)
story 829°" 5): thejack@humboldt.edu

1:02 p.m.
Someone stole a pair of pants

and a wallet from an unlocked
locker in Forbes Complex.
1:32 p.m.
An officer contacted an unwanted individual on the second

SEE POLICE LOG, page 6

WWW.THEJACK.ORG
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POLICE LOG

3:06 p.m.

continued from pg. 5

Six to eight juveniles were
skateboarding on Laurel Drive re-

floor of the library. The subject
was sent off campus.

rival.

10:10 p.m.
A housing employee confiscated a pipe in Sunset Hall. An officer collected and destroyed it.

-Gift CertificatesNow

Nea

\

atte

|

Mill Valley
McKinleyville

=

8:46 p.m.
An officer found a lost permit
displayed on a vehicle in the Li-

brary parking lot. The officer left
a note for the owner.

|

Eureka

707-840-0968

An conference attendee had
an allergic reaction possibly from
eating almonds. UPD requested
an ambulance.
11:06 p.m.

UPD

assisted transporting a

subject to Mad River Hospital
having a seizure in Hemlock hall.

\

3:46 p.m.

AVAILABLE
ae

fusing to move for traffic. Juveniles were gone on the officer's ar-

9:25 p.m.

Someone placed a suspicious
flier regarding a club on campus
on a vehicle parked in the Baptist Church parking lot. An officer
contacted Clubs and Activities
who said the club is legitimate.

va!

_

12:00 a.m.

1:28 a.m.

UPD responded to a request
from Humboldt County Sheriffs
Office in a large party at Fernwood Drive, McKinleyville.

UPD arrested a man for unlawful possession of a weapon
and a possession of concentrated
cannabis.
9:55 p.m.

5:50 p.m.

A female subject reported she
was harassed on campus.
NOV

11

12:30 a.m.
UPD assisted APD

11:29 a.m.
A subject reported a vandal-

bar in Arcata.
1:33 a.m.

1:21 p.m.
A vehicle was leaking oil in
Plaza Avenue. An officer responded and towed the vehicle at the
owner's request.

Cosmetic Bonding
Wisdom Teeth
Root Canal Treatment
Ultrasonic Cleaning
Mercury Free Fillings
Nitrous Gas-Stereo Sound
Emergency Care

We Cater to
Cowards

1225 B St.(2 Blocks from HSU) 822-5105

An officer arrested a man possessing a switchblade knife, an
open container of alcohol and
marijuana.

ized window
Hall.

screen

in

Sunset

4:38 p.m.

A resident in Redwood Hall
received a threatening phone call.

1:49 a.m.
1:41 p.m.
Someone threatened a resident

in Redwood Hall.
1:44 p.m.
An officer removed a

stolen

parking permit displayed in a vehicle in the Wildlife Care Parking
Lot. The officer cited the vehicle.

An officer helped a housing
employee with extremely intoxicated subject at Jolly Giant Commons. An ambulance transported
the subject to Mad River Hospital.

11:19 p.m.

Officers contacted and advised a female subject screaming
and causing disturbance in the library.
11:50 p.m.

2:45 a.m.

An officer arrested a woman
for driving under influence.

Officers contacted a suspicious
person who was on the roof of the
Jolly Giant Commons.

mn,

at

ata tin? Call us 826-3271

11:20 p.m.

An officer reported a driver
possessing marijuana in a vehicle
in the Tennis Court parking lot.

at a scene

of physical fight in the Sidelines

Sonia R. Bautista, DMD Inc.
Arcata Dental Office

New Patients
Welcome

HURS

A man was sitting near the
ATM machine in the University Center with an open container of alcohol. An officer contacted the subject and he was sent on
his way.

Career Corner
ea

@ the HSU Career Center during

INTERNSHIP WEEK Workshop Schedule

Internship Week

Tuesday, November 30

4:00 — Environmental Education Internships
5:00 — Resume Writing for Internships for Arts, Humanities, Social Sciences, Social Work & Ps

Wednesday,

November 29 —

December 1

Noon — Resume Writing for Natural Resources & Science Experiences
5:00 — How to Find an Internship for ell Majers
5:15 — NR & Science Summer Job & Internship Orientation—NHW 130

Thursday, December 2
Noon — Preparing a Federal Resume
4:00 — Internships for Business & Computer Science Majers

Monday,

December 6

5:00 — Resume Writing for Internships for All Majors

out our web page for
Vvarw hs
e us
aig nt
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Cull *. -ign up:

826-3341
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US. forces tribe relocation
HSU students go to Arizona to help Hopi, Dineh
Robert Deane
Staff writer

For more than 20 years the Dineh and

Hopi Indians tribes of Big Mountain/Black
Mesa, Ariz., have been fighting to protect
their homes simply by resfusing to leave.
The indigenous tribes face a forced relocation by the U.S. government, which seeks the
coal deposits that lay under the two tribes’
homeland.
Already many of the Dineh’s sacred burial grounds have been desecrated by bulldozers and other earth-moving machines
used for strip mining by corporations seeking the profits of the coal deposits, according
to a member of the Arcata-based Sustainable
Biodiesel Roadshow.
About 10 HSU students, along with several community members, the Biodiesal Roadshow and the Calaveras County band, Clan
Dyken, will be celebrating Thanksgiving this
year by traveling to Arizona to deliver food
and supplies to the Dineh and Hopi Indians.
Many of the Dineh and Hopi who refused
to be relocated are living in severely impoverished conditions. For the past seven years,
members of Clan Dyken and the Biodiesel
Roadshow have been bringing food and supplies to help.

After seeing the conditions at Big Mountain/Black Mesa, Arcata-based massage therapist Ed Grant has spent the past two years
touring the coast and going to festivals handing out information on the situation. Grant
joined the group four years ago.
“I also recruit couples that are willing
to stay on the land with some of the Dineh
grandmothers,’ Grant said. “So that if [a

Galambos, Clan Dyken and SCBR also solicit local merchant support. The group uses
raffle ticket funds, clothing, food and tool
donations, or cash donations to help pay for
the approximately 20-hour trip to the Navajo

grandmother] gets sick and has to leave their

$4,000.”

home, they can have someone there to pro-

Galambos said the experience gained
from helping tribe members that have refused to be relocated is a life-changing experience that willing HSU student volunteers
should participate in.
Grant explained that he viewed the trip as
a Thanksgiving reversal, with the HSU group
coming to help the Dineh survive much like
the Native Americans helped the Pilgrims
when they first arrived on the East Coast.
On Saturday, bands Clan Dyken, Tina
Malia and Elk Thunder Drum will hold their
annual Big Mountain Benefit concert at the
Bayside Grange. The concert starts at 6:30
p.m. Admission at the door is $10. For more
information on the concert and the fundraiser call 442-5008.

reservation.

“We try to raise as much as we can. I
would like to raise $1,000 personally,’ said
Galambos. “Last year the group raised at least

tect [the home] from being bulldozed by the

government.”
HSU’s Native American studies department, though not directly involved with the
aide by the two organizations, does support
the Dineh and Hopi resistance to relocation. In the past, the department has helped
to fund the trip by participating in raffles or
buying pies according to Clan Dyken member and HSU graduate Robert Galambos.
Galambos became involved with the

Thanksgiving food drive to Big Mountain/
Black Mesa when he joined the band Clan
Dyken in 1985, the same year he made his
first visit to the Dineh. He said, “I've always
been willing to volunteer projects for humanitarian reasons, said Galambos, who has
also been to Israel where he visited victims of
suicide bombers.

Tap HOUSE

AND EATERY

Open Mon-Wed @

Photo courtesy of Pam Grant

A Big Mountain/Black Mesa
woman asks for support.

Dineh/Hopi needs list:
+ Vehicles to collect wood and
haul water.
© Axes, shovels, hammers, nails,
generators, etc.
* Wood
* Nice blankets
and clothes
* Soap, toilet paper, flashli
=
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° Water

—
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© Miscellaneous items like radios, etc.

Robert Deane can be reached at

rwd6@humboldt.edu

To donate, call 442-5008
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Erik Schjeide

Water treatment marshes will be built near the McKinleyville Community Services District Water Management Facility on Hiller Road.

Marsh mellows waste management
Kira Rubenthaler
Managing Editor

McKinleyville will begin to build marshes designed to treat wastewater and storm
water runoff this spring.
The McKinleyville Community Services
District will construct two separate marsh
projects in the area north of Hiller Park.
One will catch drainage water from storms
before it runs over the bluff into the Mad
River, and the other will treat sewage, along
with the existing plant on Hiller Road.
The cost of both projects is about
$650,000, Tom Marking, general manager
for the district, said. About $180,000 is des-

Hmong

ignated for the storm water project, he said,
and grants will pay for construction of the
marshes.
Marking said the
storm

water

project

ing said the wetlands will catch the runoff from storms before it surges over the
bluff into the river, helping to pre-

“We have to protect the river.”

will include hiking
trails and provide an
environment for birds
and other wildlife.
“It'll be a nice wetland habitat,” Marking said. “It'll be a nice
recreational benefit for people to walk
around and view the marsh.”
The storm water proposal consists of
four marshes and a pond to be installed on
eight acres in the area of Hiller East. Mark-

celebrate

vent

cliff-erosion

and

silt build-up

Bobby Stobaugh _ in the river.
McKinleyville resident

treatment,” Marking said.

He said marsh

plants are also effective in removing greases, oils, heavy metals and other contaminants from the water before it
makes its way to the river.
This project will run concurrently with
the

wastewater

treatment

marsh

ponds will be converted into a marsh and
an additional marsh will be built.
The plants will help clean the water,
much like the Arcata marsh project on
Humboldt Bay, Marking said.
“(The marsh] gives an elevated level of
At its Oct. 20 meeting, the McKinleyville
district board adopted a “negative declaration” for the storm water marsh, meaning
the project does not require a full environmental study.
Marking said the district conducted an
initial study of the future storm water wet-

project,

Marking said. One of the existing sewage

new

see McKinleyville, pg. 10

year

Costumes and food keep
customs alive
Paris B. Adkin
Staff writer

Johnson

celebration.

1 Filia

Cerena Johnson

Traditional ceremonial dances were performed, ..
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“To celebrate the harvest, each village invites
the other villagers over to their village. And
they sing and dance, play volleyball and tops.”
And that’s what they did. Families from the
Eureka, Arcata, Fortuna, and as far as Crescent
City traveled to join the celebration.
Volleyball was played in the gymnasium of
the school between two teams that was more
in good, spirited fun and less competitive. The
topspin game, which is when one tosses a stick
with a string attached and tied in a circle onto a

ODlUCUrrUlUC

Laughter, dance, music, and the aroma of food filled
the Eureka High School cafeteria on Saturday for the
Hmong New Year sponsored by the school’s Multicultural Club. Attendies in the cafeteria to hear each other
sing and dance and enjoy the others’ company.
“Hmong New Year is every 12 months,’ said Song
Her, a parent whose children attended the event, “we celebrate for the past year and we receive the New Year.”
Cerena
Simona Keite with the Humboldt County Office of
A tops tournment took the field.
Education, who is involved with the Multicultural Club at the Eureka school, explained the
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Dumped food could be
reused to help homeless
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Time and space prevent Waste Solutions in Eureka from seperating food from filth.
tively easy, although not everyone

Sarah Lewers

is Willing to take

Staff writer

and

to

ensure
to

shelter

the

food,

quired to feed and clothe Hum
boldt County's homeless population is substantial. The significant

number of people living on the
street means that charitable donations from within the community are necessary to ensure that all

are provided for. Donating food,
clothing, and other items is rela-
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Doug Garrett
Eureka Rescue Mission Operations Director

ass
served
over 70,000 meals so far this year,

6,620 during the month of October alone, and given away over
85,000 articles of clothing and
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honored cloths and dresses.
“It's amazing, said library
technician for Jefferson elemen-

tary school Penni Nicoll. “The
costumes and the way they keep
their traditions alive.” Nicoll was
among a few school administrators who attended the celebration.
Carole Cox, a counselor at Eureka High,
knew some of the girls
from
Zane
Middle
School where she taught
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members and given away to the
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Celebrate New Year every 12 months

cone-shaped pin from a distance,
was played on the track field. The
objective of the tournament was
to keep reaching the pin from further places.
“New Year is all about meeting
new people,” explained 18-yearold Chao Her. “After harvest everyone gets together to have fun.”
Chao’s cousin, Zong Her, came
to the celebration for more than
just fun.
“I came to find a mate,” stated
the 17-year old.
The cafeteria included not only
women, but also girls dressed in
their traditional attire. The pinks,
greens and yellows from their
dresses matched the cloths that
went around the chests of the
men. The men also wore all black
underneath their multi-colored
patterns. From the parking lot to
the gymnasium, there were women and men wearing their time-
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previously and thought
she would come to get §
to know the culture and
meet people.
“I really enjoy their
Cerena Johnson
Cox _ said.
culture,”
Dancing aids the spirit of tradition.
“They are adaptable and
Hmong people live in Minnesota
have done so well.” Cox said she
and the central states while Hummet a man during the celebration
boldt County only has 3.6 percent
that had just gotten his citizenAsian Americans that could be
ship and was attending a UniverHmong. Their population might
sity in Minnesota.
be small in count but their spirits
Most Hmong people came to
are huge in this community.
the United States from Laos after
the mistreatment of their people
by Laotian and Vietnamese comParis B. Adkins can be reached —
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at pba2@humboldt.edu
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lands site—which has been a horse
pasture for the last 50 years—and

the findings were not significant
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“Ask the Pastor”
This column is paid for by “Ask the Pastor’ a ministry of Arcata First Baptist Church. Please direct comments and
questions you'd like this column to address to arcatafbc@yahoo.com
with Ask the Pastor in the subject line.

Dr. Clay Ford, Pastor

QUESTION: Is it a good idea for a couple who thinks they are in love to go ahead and have
sex, to see if they are compatible before they get married?
ANSWER: If having sex were merely a physical act and if there were no emotional, spiritual or moral dimensions to our sexuality, then one could make a case for that. But the fact is that having sex with
someone is far more than a physical act; it involves the entire person — body, soul (mind, emotions, will),

and spirit. God s intention for fulfilling our sexual nature is committed marriage, the joining together of
husband and wife.

Jesus quoted from Genesis in Matthew 19:4-6:

“Haven t you read that at the beginning the Creator made them male and female? For this reason
a man will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife, and the two will become one
flesh! So they are no longer two, but one.”
Having sex unites two people in an emotional and spiritual way as well as physically. The only sex acts
that are fulfilling and not damaging are those that take place in the context of a complete, unreserved,
life-long commitment.

To “try it out to see if we are compatible” has no chance of succeeding, because that

commitment is not there. Research has shown that 40% of couples who cohabit sexually do not get
married, and of those who do, 75% get divorced.
| am deeply concerned for women in our current cultural climate of easy sex. Women who have committed
to sexual abstinence until marriage are made to feel that they are out of step, missing out, not cool. Many
of them succumb to these pressures and find themselves giving their bodies (and themselves) to men in

serial sexual relationships that really
really looking for — a man who loves
HSU women, let me encourage you
and loves you, and if he is someone

don t satisfy them, nor do they result in what the women generally are
them and is committed to them completely and forever.
with this: You are worth waiting for! If a man genuinely values you
worthy of you spending your life with, he will wait for you. Giving in

enough to warrant a full environmental impact report.
No endangered species live
there, Marking said, and no forest removal is necessary for the
project.
The district has mailed out a
notice of its declaration to about
45 residents and 15 agencies, who
have 30 days to respond, Marking
said. The document is also available for public review and comment at the district's office on
Pickett Road.
The board will hold a public
hearing on the project at its meeting tonight, and the public comment period will end three days
afterward.
Bobby Stobaugh, a resident of
Hiller Road, said he thinks the
marsh projects are beneficial to
help avoid contamination of the
Mad River.
Stobaugh said due to McKinleyville’s population influx, he
thinks the projects are unavoidable.
“This town is just too big for
that little sewage facility we've got
now, Stobaugh said.
He said if the existing ponds
get too full in the rainy season
they will spill over and run into
the river.
“We have to protect the river,”
Stobaugh said.
Marking said the public has
been very supportive of the proposal and the only concern expressed was that the storm water
project would tie up eight acres of
district property, while drainage
is the county's responsibility.
Marking said some county
agencies, such as CalTrans, have
joined the district in working on
the storm water marsh project
and are contributing funds.
Kira Rubenthaler
can be reached

at krr11@humboldt.edu

to sexual pressure — be it cultural pressure or pressure from a man motivated by lust — will not accomplish

what you seek. You will be left feeling confused, guilty, used. “Safe sex” is not just sex that takes care not
to get STD or pregnancy. Safe sex is that which protects you emotionally and spiritually as well as
physically.
HSU men, | share this with you: Don t take advantage of this morally loose cultural situation. Stop
pressuring women to have sex with you.

Find the one you love and then marry her!

You will find that sex

in the committed context of marriage is indeed far more fulfilling than you realized it would.

ARCATA FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH WORSHIP SERVICES:
17th

& Union Streets (next to HSU tennis courts) ~ 8 a.m. (mild), 9:15 a.m. (medium), 11 a.m. (hot)

Solid Rock Christian fellowship:

7 p.m. Thursdays at Arcata First Baptist Church/ Fireplace Room
190Ne: 822.0367 ~ email: arcatafbc@yahoo.com ~www.arcatafbc.com ~
|
' www.solidrockarcata.com (college)
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Powell resigns, Rice nominated
Amid a flurry of post-election
maneuvers, President George W.
Bush announced yesterday that
National Security Advisor Con-

doleeza Rice will replace recent-

ly resigned Colin Powell as secretary of state.
Powell submitted his letter of
resignation Monday fulfilling earlier promises to serve in the Bush
administration for only one term.
Rice differs from Powell on
some foreign policy matters, such
as her more hawkish stance on
the War on Iraq.
Since the election, the secretaries of energy, education, agriculture and Attorney General
John Ashcroft have resigned.

The CIA is also facing a number of resignations following
sharp criticism of its intelligence
before the War on Iraq. Second
in command, John McLaughlin,
retired last week citing personal

reasons.

Yesterday two top officials of
clandestine operations resigned,

MISSION:

THE BEST THE

and in August Director George
Tenet stepped down, also for personal reasons.

Bush announced his legal
council, Alberto Gonzales, would
replace Ashcroft. Gonzales, when
confirmed, will be the first Hispanic to serve as attorney general. He has been criticized for
his opinions on torture methods
of Guantanamo Bay detainees,
which, he said, do not necessarily
have to comply with the Geneva
Conventions.
The Senate must confirm
Bush's nominees, but Republicans, who hold a majority, have
promised a speedy confirmation.
Democrats have shown eagerness
to question Gonzales’ past actions
but will not put up strong resistance to his appointment.
Rice's appointment will also
happen relatively quickly. Rice
will be the second woman to hold
the position of secretary of state
and the first black woman.

Compiled by Joseph Freeman
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Waste Solutions, said there is no
time or space to designate an area

f

within Humboldt county,

or

packaged

into bales and
shipped to Africa.
Eureka

resident

Sarah Lewers
Jim

Johnson,

was disturbed to witness a middle-aged man dumping cases of
canned goods into the trash at
the public waste disposal and recycling center in Eureka, operated
by Waste Solutions. Johnson said
he saw full cases of canned corn
and green beans, still in their plastic wrapping, being thrown away.

“There were at least five cases
of food there,” Johnson said. He

said a disposal center employee told him that edible food was
frequently discarded, but that the
employees had no time to separate it. Johnson said it seemed
like it would be a simple matter
to designate an area for food and
clothing donations, much like the
area for paint recycling.
“It would be another resource

in our community, Johnson said.
Neva

Swan,

an employee

of

for food and clothing donations.
She didn’t think a large amount
of edible food was being discarded on a daily basis, but when
someone moves or passes away,
large quantities can sometimes be
dumped.
“People either don't have time
to separate the food or they don't
care,” Swan said.
Donations to the Eureka Rescue Mission are typically steady
throughout the holiday months
and tend to taper off after the
New Year, but there is always a
great need for warm clothing and
toiletries.
The Eureka Rescue Mission
accepts all contributions of food,
clothing and other items. People
interested in donating can call
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The Mayflower sailed from Southampton, England, in September
1620 with 100 colonists aboard, about 65 of them Pilgrims.
By November, storms had carried the ship far north beyond the
area where their patent was valid, to what is now Massachusetts Bay.
The Pilgrims had no legal right to the land but decided that the isolated location would discourage religious discrimination and settled
on a protected harbor they called Plymouth.
Just five years before the Pilgrims’ arrival, hundreds, possibly
thousands of Wampanoag Indians had lived in the same location,
which the tribe called Patuxet. But their population had been virtually decimated by previous English expeditions, including a 1615 visit
by Captain Hunt, a British slave trader who kidnapped a number of
Wampanoag Indians to sell into slavery. Smallpox destroyed 70 percent of the Wampanoag tribe from 1615 to 1619.
More than half the Pilgrim population died of exposure and
disease the first winter they occupied Patuxet. Without the help of
American Indians, who taught the Pilgrims how to grow corn, the
rest of the Pilgrims surely would have died. By the following autumn
,
survivors declared a day to give thanks for the crop they harvested.
American Indians may not even have been invited to the “first
Thanksgiving.” There are only two accounts of the event, one of them
written 20 years after the fact. Many historians believe only the Wampanoag chief was invited and brought about 90 of his tribe along.
In the years following, as described in Howard Zinn’s “A People’s
History of the United States,” the Pilgrims and Pequot Indians lived
in uneasy truce, and Pilgrims used the 1636 murder of a white trader
and Indian kidnapper as an excuse to wage war on the tribe.
In 1789 George Washington proclaimed the last Thursday of
November as Thanksgiving. Since, American history books have chosen
to adopt an altered version of just one day of thanks to perpetuate
the
myth of our forefathers’ tolerance.
Americans need truth and reconciliation in schools, within
families and in their own minds. ‘The first step is to acknowledge
the
genocidal means by which this country was founded.
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EDITOR

White people
also face
discrimination

People of color ‘cut out of the
picture’ in The Lumberjack

Dear Editor:
Dear Editor:

I am writing in frustration to
the fact that the article covering
the aversive racism workshop that

Casey Carrow and I facilitated for
the Campus Dialogue on Race
last week actually perpetuated the
ideologies that we were attempting to combat.
I was very surprised when |
opened up The Lumberjack yesterday morning to see my white
face staring out from the page,
cropped to cut out the person I
had my arm around, Casey the
woman of color who co-facilitated this workshop with me.
Along with that picture, the title of the article “I’m Not a Racist,”
was taken out quotation marks so
that it seemed that I was saying
this about myself rather than having the phrase refer to what people
say when they don't understand
institutional racism as Casey and
I had meant it to mean.
Reading further, I was disappointed to see that though Casey
and I had talked equally during
the workshop and following interview, only my quotes were used.
Upon finishing the article, I
was shocked to see that out of all
the resources that we had given,
the only one written up was Helen Jones of Diversity and Compliance, a white woman in a position
of authority.
This pattern was not an isolated incident in this issue of The
Lumberjack.
My

white

colleague

Jessica

Whatcott’s workshop on changing the incarceration

ceived coverage

(with

system re-

incorrect

statistics), while two other work-

shops on the same topic facilitated by people of color (Ruth Gilmore, the keynote speaker, and Issac
Carter) received no coverage.

Why on earth are the images,
words, and resources of people of
color on this campus omitted and
devalued in The Lumberjack, or
literally and figuratively “cut out
of the picture?”
Without by any means implying that the folks at The Lumberjack are cross-burning KKK
members, I do believe that aver
sive racism, the form of racism
that results from being inundated
with racist information and im-

ages in a white supremacist society, played a part in the covering

of these workshops.
Some may see this as a simple
matter of omission, but the act of
only representing whites positive-

ly in the media and making the
words and contributions of people of color invisible works actively to maintain the system of white
supremacy.
Some other recent events on
our campus have brought up the
same issues for me.
Earlier this semester myself,
another white person and two
people of color went to an oncampus organization's meeting to

talk to them about issues of racism.

This meeting was prompted because two women of color
within their organization felt like
they were continuously ignored
when they brought these issues
up themselves.
I noticed that after the meeting lots of people came up and
thanked only my white friend and
I for coming, without gratitude
for the fact that these two women
of color on staff have had to bring
these issues up every week.
I also had the opportunity to
attend Tim Wise's_ well-received
key note speech for the Campus
Dialogue on Race, and while I
was extremely happy to see a
prominent white anti-racist (their
numbers are dreadfully low), |
wondered if this anti-racist message had to come from a white
man in order for it be heard.
As my colleague Jessica Whatcott points out, is the point of
putting white anti-racists in the
spotlight to increase the number
of voices on this issue, or to keep
whites in the spotlight?
I am hoping that as we continue to engage issues of race past
the formal Campus Dialogue,
that we remember to listen to and
prioritize the voices of people of
color as we work for a socially just
world.
Sincerely,
Jenny Guidi
Women's Studies and Ethnic
Studies senior
HSU Women's Center

I've

been

offended

by

some

of the articles you've previously
printed but never as much as the
article on the “I’m not a

racist!”

forum.
Tatum’s feelings in themselves
are racist. Who is she to judge
me?

Who

is she to decide

that

only white people can be racist?
How does she know if I have any

privileges?
I have worked hard all my life,
just as everyone else at this school
has, and she has no right to decide
that it was any easier for white
people than any other race.
Tatum’s definitions of racism
are hers and I would prefer it if
she just kept them to herself.
She shouldn't judge others by
the color of their skin, you would
think someone would have told
her that.
I've discussed this article with
others, not of Caucasian ancestry,
and they agree with me.
I've also been angered by other things that have happened to
me while at HSU. I feel discriminated because I am white.

People constantly preach to
me how horrible white people are,
that we've done so many terrible
things.
I know that whites have done

terrible things but none of my
family

was

even

here

until

re-

cently. We never had any slaves or
killed Native Americans. We never made judgments about people
based on race.
I don’t want to be taught to
hate my relatives, I like who I am

because of them.
Also, I think that it’s wrong to

leave European cultures out of the
Multicultural Club. It makes me
feel like I’m part of a non-culture.
European culture is rich with
history and traditions but is discarded because its not “ethnic”
enough.
Those cultures have been
around just as long as any other
and shouldn't be ignored.
Thank you for letting me express my feelings on these mat-

RT

where north of Jamestown, Va.
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Of all the North American holidays, Thanksgiving is an especially
repulsive display of white supremacist propaganda.
To celebrate Thanksgiving is to remain ignorant of the concurrent massacre of 600 to 700 Pequot Indians, not to mention the subsequent deception, and total and/or near extermination of hundreds
of American Indian tribes across the country.
The glorified tale of a jovial, three-day interracial feast is as much
myth as fact, and the historical specifics are shaky at best.
The genocidal reality that is the root of this nationally recognized
holiday and of America was perpetrated by none other than our venerated forefathers—inexperienced, self-serving religious zealots. We
know them as Pilgrims.
Unlike the Puritans who founded Boston in 1630, these colonists were separatists and believed in total separation from the corrupt Church of England. They became known as Pilgrims after many
left England for the more tolerant Netherlands in the early 1600s.
In 1619, concerned about the corrupt influence of Dutch prosperity,
they acquired a patent from the Virginia Company for land some-
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The real Thanksgiving

ters.

Haley Schandelmier
English Major
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Christian hypocrisy
Nick Tellin
Staff Writer

I have heard that attending
church can be a very time-consuming commitment. Maybe
the lack of time people spend investigating reality is the reason
why many Christians to vote for
George W. Bush.
According to the 2000 census,
144 million Americans, roughly
44 percent of the entire U.S. population, identified themselves as
evangelical or born-again Christians.

by a government that America
opposed?
How is it that President Bush
insisted that force be taken
against Iraq when his very administration seems to have the
same policy regarding the inspection of America’s nuclear facilities and weapons?
In August of this year, President Bush denied the International Atomic Energy Agency
entrance into any of America’s
nuclear facilities or weapons
caches on grounds of national

In pre-election polling conducted in October, three-fourths
of the 70 million eligible evangelical voters said they were going to vote for Bush.
It is disturbing that roughly

security.

Bush’s decision is the same

decision

that

Saddam

made,

which led to the original reason
for America proposing his removal. The only reason Ameri-

52 million Americans who label

ca does not face sanctions from

themselves as born-again Chris-

world organizations is because

tians blatantly ignorethe numer-

our government would simply

ous hypocrisies facilitated by the

ignore them, jus like the Geneva

Bush administration.
.
A majority of the evangelical

Code and World Courts.
Alongside the strong sup-

population obviously feels that

port for the Iraq war is the fight

views on abortion

In late October,

from marrying. One

and homosexuality determines his

a Johns Hopkins

of the common arguments put forward

or her character. study conducted in

by the opponents of

This is obviousin Iraq estimated
that gay marriage
is that it

ruin the sancthe strong support over 100,000 Iraqi would

by evangelicals
for

deied “*Y |In™*trimony.
ians
by enengelicalfoFs civilhave
a country
ee

particular

a

cn

as aresult
of the

where, according to

- current war. __ the National Center

for Health Statistics,

ed in a CBS/New York Times
poll that showed 77 percent of
evangelicals
oppose civil unions,
while 80 percent oppose abortion.

It is peculiar that fetuses
should be protected
at all costs
in America,
but that pro-life organizations
such as the evangelicals disregard
life internationally

when the debate doesn’t fit their
It would make sense that inwho feel very passiondividuals
America
ately about protecting
would also feel as
from abortion
innostrongly about preserving

cent life after birth.

a John HopIn late October,
in Iraq eskins study conducted
timated that more than 100,000

thousand

*
:>

Iraqi

civilians

have

as a result of the current
died
that a
war. The study concluded
were chilmajorityof the deaths

of the
dren and the elderly, two
most vulnerable groups.
How is it that individuals

lies. In 2003, one or both parents
were the perpetrators
of abuse
in nearly 80 percent of all confirmed abuse cases, accordingto

US. Department
of Health.
Both the current state of marriage and the unjust crimes occurring in Iraq are swept under

the rug by the majority
of peo-

ple who follow a religion
whose
leader
was a pacifist.
No matter who in the polit-

ical game one identifies with,
he or she should have the fortitude to hold leaders and even
those who allege to be leaders,

for the decisions or
accountable
lack thereof which are made.

Nick Tellin can be reachedat
tere

a

nat11@humboidt.edu
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Creationism vs. evolution:

which is right for schools?
exist today are descendents of
the first animals that God created. This idea is based on a literal
interpretation of the Bible.
Followers of theistic evolution believe that God formed the

Ahnie Litecky

universe billions of years ago.
He created the first life forms on

Forum Editor

earth and controlled evolution as

My little Wisconsin town fia way to develop new species.
nally did something that got naNaturalistic evolution is the
tional attention. The Grantsburg
idea that no higher being had
school board voted in October to
any involvement in the creation
allow the teaching of creationism
or progression of any organisms
in public school science classes.
on earth.
Some of the religious in this
The universe, earth and its intown of about 1,300 residents are
habitants were created through
certainly overjoyed, especially
natural processes over billions of
the school board president, who
years.
happens to be a Baptist minister.
Naturalistic evolution is the
Others are rightly worried.
only scientific theory of these
The school district has received
three.
letters from university deans
Scientists have amassed overacross the state, asking the board
whelming evidence for evolution
to reconsider this decision.
by collecting and examining fosThe state of Wisconsin mansil records, genetic information,
dates that evolution is the only
the distribution of plants and antheory that should be taught in
imals around the world and simscience classes, but the school
ilarities of anatomy and developboard decided this restricted stument across species.
dents’ abilities to develop critical
Most scientists agree that the
evidence for evolution is overthinking skills.
whelming. So why is this still a
This decision is on the edge
of lawfulness. Public schools are
debate almost 80 years after the
supposed to remain religiously
historic Scopes trial made teaching evolution a
neutral, and it is
possibility?
illegal for teachThese parents and
In 1925 John
ers to promote
community
members
Scopes,
a high
one specific reliwho support
school
_biologious ideology as
gy
teacher,
was
more “true” than
creationism in the
charged with vianother.
classroom
should
start
olating
TenneAs long as
their own Christian
see's
anti-evothe teachers exlution
act by
plain that creschools and leave
teaching evoluationism is only
everyone else alone.
tion to his class.
one theory, and
After being convicted and
do not give it more merit than
evolution,creationism
remains
fined $100, his case was appealed
within legal bounds.
to the Tennessee Supreme Court.
Grantsburg, along with othThe verdict was overturned based
er towns around the country
on a technicality, not on constiare struggling with the debate of tutional grounds, as Scopes had
whether or not to teach creationhoped.
ism in public schools.
While this trial did not end
Supporters of creationism
controversy over teaching evoluin the classroom say students
tion in classrooms, it did further
of
the evolutionary cause. Fifteen
should be exposed to a variety
theories about how humans and
states had anti-evolution legisanimals were created.
lation pending in 1925, and only
two of those states passed laws
There are a vast number of
creation theories in the world,
restricting the teaching of evobut it is the creationists and evolution.
lutionists who have clashed in
Schools are still wrestling with
In Ocand out of the classroom.
anti-evolution issues.
Judeo-Christian
creationtober a Maryland school board
compiled a list of goals and sugists believe that less than 10,000
gestions that it submitted to the
years ago God formed the unischools in the district.
verse over a six-day period. All
the various types of animals that
One proposal was that stu-

dents should be provided with
creationist books and videos and
not textbooks that were “biased
towards evolution.”

While the school district has
not yet acted on these suggestions, there will certainly be debate before the issue is resolved.

A Pennsylvania school board
decided to include the teaching
of “intelligent design” in its curriculum in October. This idea
walks a fine line between evolution and creationism.
Basically, the argument is that
biological life contains elements
that are so complex that they
cannot have occurred naturally, although no specific creator
is credited with this accomplishment.

So it is a way for schools

to teach creationism without labeling it as such.
There has been much debate
over evolution

versus

creation-

ism in schools but it seems pretty
simple to me.
Regardless of personal religious beliefs, creationism is not
a scientific theory and therefore

should not be taught in public
school science classes.
These parents and community
members who support creationism in the classroom should start
their own Christian schools and
leave everyone else alone.
Teaching a specific religious
ideology in public schools is a
violation of the constitutionally mandated separation between
church and state, and courts
have ruled in favor of this many
times.

If school districts, including
Grantsburg, decided to teach all
views of creation then that might
be a little fairer.
If children learned a few
American Indian creation stories, or how Australian Aborigines believe the world began,
maybe that would be acceptable.
But all these students will be getting is the Christian worldview.
The argument that teaching creationism would provide a
broader base for children to interpret the world is false then.
Children should learn about
religious ideologies in the home
or in church. ‘This is the only
proper place for them to be exposed to such ideas.
Public schools need to avoid
religious entanglements. It is better for everyone.
Ahnie Litecky can be reached at
aml42@humboldt.edu
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Dating tips: make
new friends

WWW.THEJACK.ORG

Truth about Native American
law and employment at HSU
Tom Helme

a different restaurant. Look for

Guest Columnist

their posters.
Another way to meet peo-

In the Oct. 20 issue of The
Lumberjack, a letter to the editor was sent by Charles Wilson
of Orick in which he stated his
opinion on the preferential hiring of American Indians at HSU.
Mr. Wilson seems to believe
that it is unfair to preferably hire
Native Americans as professors
in the HSU Native American
studies department.
Unfortunately, Mr. Wilson
had most of his facts wrong—so
wrong that the professor of federal Indian law, Marlon Sher-

ple is to tell friends who know
Melinda Myers
Guest Columnist

you well that you're interested
in dating.
The most common way life
partners meet is by being introduced by mutual friends.
Your friends know what you
like and don't like, and they will
probably have a good idea about
who would be a good match for
you.
I think avoiding meeting potential partners in bars is a really
good idea for humans, regardless of gender or orientation.
The only thing you know you

After years of dissatisfying relationships, I have come to the
realization that I've been dating
the wrong people. I have been
dating a variety of nice men, but
frankly I am unable to continue to deny to myself that I really
prefer women.
This decision is a long time
coming, believe me, and doesn't
represent a sudden “change of
mind,” but rather is something
I've known forever but have just
been ignoring.
My question is, now what?
Id like to meet some people, but
bars seem like a bad idea. Can

you meet there is drinking, and
that’s probably a poor place at
which to start a relationship.
Be patient with yourself. It
can be challenging to meet po-

you help?

tential partners

Let me start by saying you're
not alone. Because orientation

your orientation.
Start by asking yourself what
qualities are important to you
in a partner and in a relation-

in women follows a somewhat
different pathway than it does

have in common with someone

regardless of

ship.

for men, and sexuality in general tends to be sup-

At first that might seem like
a simple question, but
youd be surprised
how enlightening it

pressed itmoreis com-by T think avoiding

women,

mon for women to

meeting

can be.

be in their 20s bepotential
fore they
realize partners in bars
they're really more
attracted
to women
isa really good
than men.
idea for humans,

Deciding

to be

public or not about

one’s orientation is

avery personal de-

regardless
of gender or

&

‘

OFHENtAtION.

cision.
I recommend you check out

Then

Once you get go-

ing. you'll probably
have a heck of a list.

A strategy I frequent-

ly recommend is to
narrow it down to
Ve"

°F so “non-ne-

gotiables.” Things you

absolutely can't com-

promise about.
get to know people.

I suggest you practice
asking

man,

felt it necessary to assign

his class the task of researching
and disproving this letter. This is
what was found:
Native American tribes have
always been dealt with “as distinct, independent political communities” by the federal government.
Tribes are more like a foreign
country than an ethnic group
and have completely different
governments,

constitutions and

regulations.
It is for this exact reason that
the United States grants tribes
special treatment when hiring
Indians for jobs dealing with Indian issues, especially teaching.
Mr. Wilson states, “The 1964
Civil Rights Act prohibits requiring racial classification information...”
He obviously did not read the
section that “explicitly exempted
from coverage the preferential
employment of Indians by Indi-

swers.
Look for common interests,
but more importantly,
look for
Take

your

time, and enjoy the process.
Melinda
Myers has taught Human Sexuality
and other courses
for the psychology
and women's
studies departments
since 1994.
She owns Good Relations
Lovers’
Boutique,
a sex-positive store in

Old-Town Eureka. She is a single mom, with two sons to whom
she lectures frequently
about sex
and relationships. Myers
can be

reached

up almost 6 percent of the population in Humboldt County as
compared to less than 1 percent
of the country’s general population.

Tribes are more like
a foreign country
than an ethnic group
and have completely
different governments,
constitutions and
regulations.
Also, eight years after the Civil Rights Act was written, the
government felt it was necessary
to widen these freedoms by adding the Education Amendments
of 1972.
These new additions to the
Civil Rights Act “explicitly require that Indians be given preference in Government programs
for training teachers” and that
“Indian preferences, for many
years, have been treated as exceptions to Executive Orders
forbidding Government employment discrimination.”
These exceptions were put
into place with the intention of
making American Indians self-

er-supported

HSU

racially

at mm3@humboldt.
A victim

of the air attacks

in iraq.

dis-

criminate like Indians do themselves.”

My question is if taxpayers
support HSU, then where does all
of our tuition money go? I find it
slightly insulting that someone
wouldn't recognize the burden
of paying high tuition costs, especially with the 30 percent increase in tuition this year.
As we can see, the students
really support HSU, so maybe we
should let them decide who gets
hired as a professor and who is
the chair.
So far, students have participated in walkouts, protests and
rallies on the quad backing the
NAS department staff in their
cause.
Information for this column
was taken from “Federal Indian
Law,” fourth edition, by David H.
Getches, Charles F. Wilkinson and
Robert A. Williams.

Tom Helme is an HSU student.

=o

meet and listening
to their an-

values.

system. Native Americans make

determining,
self-reliant
and
self-educating.
Mr. Wilson also argues that
non-full blooded Indians make it
difficult for employers to determine ethnicity when hiring.
It should be no surprise that
after 400 years of genocide, rape,
war, removal, assimilation and
termination policies that it’s rare
to have full-blooded Indians
from only one tribe.
In Mr. Wilson's closing statement he says, “Indians should
not be demanding that taxpay-

rag ¥ PP ¥ Count

questions of the people you

common

an tribes or by industries located
on or near Indian reservations,”
which one could argue includes
HSU.
It’s not just a coincidence that
HSU has the only Native American Studies program in the CSU

1]
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To shave or not to shave?

Be your own fur coat

15

Dare to be bare

more horrific and cheap. Ripping off the
Not only is shaving
I mean really, how attractive is it when
Imagine you are
symbolism of Venus, the ancient Greek godbody hair a social cona guy takes off his shirt and he's as hairy
sitting | somewhere
dess of love and beauty, the Gillette Compastruction, it’s counteras an ape?
and you see this inny has redirected and reinterpreted the improductive to this cliWhen you're back is as hairy as the
credibly _ attractive
mate. Get real—this is age of what it means to be a woman.
top
of your head, I think it’s time to mow
woman pass by.
Just two years ago, a new Gillette camNorthern —_ California
the lawn.
She sees you and
paign for a reusable razor was founded upon
and it’s winter.
It's the same with women and their
you see her, and you
Karen Wilkinson
Ray Aspuria
the concept that a smooth, shaven woman
Shaving it all can
legs. I have a hairy pair of legs and it
can't keep a thought
Photo Editor
Features Editor
equated goddess-like power. With the theme
be likened to a newwouldn't look attractive on a woman. But
in your head. Then
ly-shorn poodle in a “Reveal the Goddess in You” the company
more often than not you find that women
she raises her arms.
connects beauty and love to the tedious prosnow storm, and the risks involved far outaround here either forgot to shave or just
You see that bush that shouldn't exist
cess
of
lathering
and
running
sharp
metal
weigh the pressure to conform to American
didn't bother.
under a woman's arms, and you almost
across our bodies.
standards of beauty.
Be it no time, no shaving cream or ravomit.
“Venus
has
performed
strongly
in
the
Humans naturally have hair as a means
zor, or sheer principal, I’m finding more
Believe it or not, this happens fremarketplace and we believe building on the
of insulation because, damn it, we're mamand more women around campus with
quently. Body hair is almost everywhere,
popular
goddess
concept
with
this
new
admals.
hairy legs.
but it doesn't necessarily belong there.
vertising will establish an emotional conThe hairs atop your head, beneath your
Women are supposed to have hair,
The whole concept of shaving and/or
nection and draw even more women into
pits and in your pubic region serve many viget me wrong, but not in the same
don’t
new.
trimming body hair isn’t something
the Gillette for Women franchise,’ Peter K.
tal functions for both men and women.
place I find hair on my body. It's just unAccording to www.quickshave.com,
CompaGillette
The
of
president
Hoffman,
Having hair protects us from absorbing
attractive.
shaving dates back to the Stone Age. The
ny,
said
in
a
press
release.
harmful radiation from the
Now I'm not indifferent to certain
earliest shaving razors discovered were
Not to mention, most rasun and makes us less likely
risks and religions that prohibit
Not surprisingly, the
health
flint blades made possibly as far back as
zor
companies
test
on
anto develop skin cancer.
people from shaving.
30,000 B.C., according to the Web site.
origins of shaving in
imals, not excluding the
Pit and pubic hair dePeople get the occasional nicks, red
According to Phillip Krumholz’s Web
America
derive
from
goddess-rip-off
|
company
creases chafing between the
bumps, ingrown hairs and razor burn
site, www.heart.net/~krumholz/, shavmentioned
above.
limbs during movement.
that are very irritating.
one man’s profit-driven
ing for Americans boomed during the
If
you
don't
spend
enough
“Pubic hair reduces fricThose unfortunate side effects of
1800s when men wore wigs and were
goal of capitalizing off on shaving products don't
tion during body moveshaving can turn people off to it, but they
clean-shaven. Krumholz has collected
women’s
insecurities.
fret,
there’s
a
whole
line
of
ment and makes it less likeshouldn't. There are many places people
razors and studied the concept of shavrazor
burn,
razor
bump,
“Ily to get skin irritation,” Dr.
can go online to find safe ways to shave.
ing for over 35 years and written about
yourmake
to
products
cut-myself-shaving”
An article on www.ezinearticles.
Stephen Juan, author of “The Odd Body,’
the subject for various publications.
self feel better after ravaging your skin.
said on his Web site.
com gives tips on how to prevent inNowadays, guys and gals will occanonhairless,
as
women
of
image
The
grown hairs. The article encourages peoAnyone—male or female—who has comsionally trim and shave private parts and
nova
such
not
ple to shave after the hair
pletely shaved the pubic range knows this is threatening, “pure” objects is
other regions of their
withdepicted
were
Women
has
been wet for at least 5
phenomenon.
el
Women are supposed
true.
bodies to keep up a clean
paintings
fine-art
minutes. Hair that is wet
out pubic hair in Western
Some doctors believe that women's pubic
and pristine image to to have hair, don’t get
century.
20th
the
before
and
full of moisture can
sculptures
and
curls are similar to nose hair, preventing dirt
their peers. That's a good
in
not
but
wrong,
me
critic
art
and
be cut easily.
The famous author, artist
from entering the vagina.
thing.
unthese
to
accustomed
Hair that is not well
was
Ruskin
find
I
John
the same place
If being cold, infected and irritated makes
Some people, be it
real
what
of
saturated can be very
realistic images and ignorant
you feel sexy, by all means, shave away! But
male or female, don't
hair on my body.
in
night
wedding
his
On
like.
strong and tough. The arlooked
women
it’s important to know the biological funcshave and that is a little
wife
his
1855 he was so shocked to discover
ticle continued saying as the razor passes
tions, as well as the social pressures arising
disturbing, not to mention sometimes
lemarriage
the
had
he
that
hair
Effie’s pubic
over, the hair is pulled up from the folfrom body hair.
gross.
gally annulled.
licle.
Protection of the body isn’t the only asOthers really don't appreciate going
have
beauty
of
standards
Preconceived
After it is cut the hair retracts below
pect that can be helped through body hair.
to the nether regions of their significant
both sexes by the short hairs. Some womthe skin surface with the resultant risk of
Your love life could greatly benefit from
others or one-night stands and finding a
that
locks
natural
their
of
en are so ashamed
it growing into surrounding tissue.
those cute little tufts as well. Pheromones are
jungle down there.
they buy into unquestioned beauty myths set
I also understand that some people
captured in the underarm and pubic hair,
Speaking of pubic hair, shaving bencompanies
advertising
forth by influential
cannot shave due to their religious bespreading those erotic scents designed to
efits both sexes. Shaving can often inIndiand pass on self-esteem diminishing habits
make you sexually attractive to others.
crease the appearance of the size of a liefs, like many Muslims, American
to future generations.
ans, and Rastafarians. If it’s against your
Not surprisingly, the origins of shaving in
male penis. If it looks bigger, men tend to
Although less recognized and discussed,
religion I cannot dispute that fact or inAmerica derive from one man’s profit-drivfeel and perform better.
stanbeauty
fringe on your beliefs.
men also suffer from dominant
Massive amounts of pubic hair may
en goal of capitalizing from women's insecuStereotypes surpressures.
social
and
dards
I tend to sport the occasional goatee
rities.
conceal certain STDs such as herpes or
having
Italians
rounding hair range from
myself and I too have a lawn down there,
crabs.
In May 1915, a young marketing execubeing
hair
back
with
men
to
hair
chest
more
but I take time and make sure who ever
I'm from Southern California, and
tive with the Wilkinson Sword Company,
undesirable.
sees those spots won't be offended.
most of the women down there shave.
which also made razor blades for men, noto
is
naturally
grow
to
hair
your
To allow
I'm not telling you that you should
They follow the look that I’m accustomed
ticed a model wearing a new evening gown
reclaim beauty as you perceive it.
shave, it's your body and you make the
to seeing. The look that media portrays,
that featured exposed shoulders as well as
that
preference
shaving
a
Choosing
decisions as to what should be done to it.
especially in magazines.
some underarm hair in that month's edition
matches your concept of beauty is empowerI'm not trying to force you to shave beIn Maxim, Playboy and Glamour for
of Harper’s Bazaar magazine.
around
those
to
but
yourself,
for
ing not only
cause everyone is beautiful in his or her
example, all the women pictured are
He calculated that razor blade sales would
hairy
you. Whether it be bare as a baby or
own way, but you can extenuate your
shaved in the areas guys tend to look at
double in two years if the company could
deciinformed
an
be
beauty with less hair.
and merry, it should
first; the crotch.
convince North American women to shave.
or
influences
outside
by
molded
not
sion
Just don’t be shocked and angry when
Take a look at female-oriented magaBased on the advertising pitch that body hair
comes
pressure
the
if
pressures. Especially
you find out that your hair offends some
zines and you'll find the same thing. Pubwas unhygenic, unfeminine and therefore
people.
from greedy corporate executives exploiting
lications like Cosmopolitan and Playgirl
unattractive, bare pits had become fashioneveryone's insecurities.
have guys whose bodies are as smooth as
able and razor blade sales skyrocketed with
Ray Aspuria can be reached at
a baby’s butt.
Karen Wilkinson can be reached at
women as its newfound economic sect.
acoustic.blues@verizon.net
kiw23@humboldt.edu
Current marketing strategies are even

_ | HSU junior setter Tonya
Fedrick (12) tips a ball
over Alaska Anchorage
=“ defenders
during
Saturday’s
volleyball
| game in the East Gym.
Moments later, Nanook
defenders attempt to
=| Dlock a kill by ’Jacks
retiring senior middle
blocker Erin Jackson
(4) as Fedrick looks
on. The
‘Jacks
lost
the game 3-1 and four
seniors
retired
from
the team.

Spiked: Team ends season 2-23
Seni
Cerena Johnson

Cerena Johnson

or squad members rally in final game as Jacks lose last two matchups

Sayaka Rifu

Online/Calendar Editor

The HSU
volleyball team
fought hard on Saturday, but the
team was assaulted by the Alaska Anchorage Seawolves in the
Great Northwest Athletic Conference match, and left the season
with a bitter loss of 3-1.
The first two sets went to the
"Wolves, 22-30 and 20-30, draw-

15 digs while another HSU outside hitter, Kristina Barnum, and
middle blocker Erin Jackson each
had 10 kills.
Humboldt’s fourth senior, libero Jacque Skinner, made a contribution both on the defensive end
and on a number of serves.
“[The ’Jacks] fought hard and
defensively” Alaska Anchorage
Head Coach Kim Lauwers said.
“I think both teams were playing for pride,” she added. “Both
teams should walk away from the
game with pride.”
The East Gym was filled with
an eager crowd including the
Marching Lumberjacks.

ing frustrated remarks from the
audience. Vicious attacks from
Jenny Mitchell who led all scores
with 18 kills and Carolyn Dekay
who added 17 kills tormented the
"Jacks squad.
Four Humboldt seniors, who
received flowers and hugs “We area family. I’m going

from
mates,

_teamfami-

to miss them so much.”

ly and coach-

es before the
game, helped
teammates
fight back aggressively after halftime, taking the third set by 3027.

Of the seniors, outside hitter
Jessica Murray had 16 kills and

Music

nior
Wallace,

se-

Sarah
the

general manager of the

Kristina Barnum = Marching
senior volleyball player

Lumberjacks,
said it’s the
second volleyball game the band
played at. “We've got a really good
response the first time,” she said.
“It's good to see so many people supporting the home team”

Wallace said, pointing at the seats
filled with students and commu-

nity members.
The crowd was all for the Jacks.
When no whistle was blown after

one of the "Wolves tipped a ball
that landed outside the court, the

whole

au-

dience
roared

to

game, and it was a tough loss,”
Lee said.
HSU Head Coach Sue Woodstra said the team struggled to be
consistent throughout the season. “It's difficult to play together
when there are so many variables,”
she said.

“I think we have a

lot of po-

‘TCon-

sisten-

inform the tential. The seniors put alot of
referees. — themselves in the program.”

Despite
the heartbreaking

defeat

af-

ter
the
"Wolves seized the last set 19-30,
the audience applauded at the end
of the game, rewarding the home
team.
“It was a heartbreaker,” Barnum said after the game.
Barnum said she had a great
season with her teammates. “The
team is so much fun to play with,”
she said. “We are a family. I'm going to miss them so much.”
Sophomore
outside _ hitter
Courtney Lee said the Jacks had
a building year. “It was a good
L

Y

7

gaa

ate

cy was}
some-

thing we
didn’t
achieve

Season Wrap Up
Aug. 27 HSU 1, Hawaii-Hilo3

Aug. 27 HSU0, Hawaii Pacific 3

Aug. 28 HSU 0, Hawaii Pacific 3

Aug.28 HSU 1, Hawaii-Hilo3

Sept.3
Sept.3
Sept.4

HSU 0, Ferris
State 3

HSU 3, Merrimack College 0
HSU 0, Dominguez
Hills 3

Sept. 10 HSU 1, Alaska Anchorage 3
Sept.11 HSU 1, Alaska Fairbanks 3

Sept. 18 HSU

1, Western Oregon 3

Sept.23 HSU 2, NW Nazarene3

Sept.25 HSU 0, Seattle 3

Oct.1
Oct.2
Sue Woodstra
HSU volleyball coach
very
of- Oct.7
Oct.9
ten.”
“I think we have a lot of poten- Oct.16
tial,” Woodstra said. “The seniors Oct.21
put a lot of themselves in the pro- Oct. 23
Oct.28
gram.”
Oct.30
The Jacks also fell short to the
Nov.5
Alaska Fairbanks Nanooks on
Nov.6
Thursday, losing 3-1 with individ- Nov.11
ual game scores of 30-22, 24-30,

HSU
HSU
HSU
HSU
HSU
HSU
HSU
HSU
HSU
HSU
HSU

3, Saint Martin’s 2
0, Cent. Washington3
0, W. Washington3
0, Seattle Pacific 3
2, Western Oregon 3
0, Seattle3
0, NW Nazarene3
0, Cent. Washington3
1, Saint Martin's 3
0, Seattle Pacific 3
0, W. Washington3

HSU 1, Alaska Fairbanks 3

No13vHSU. 1,

32-30, and 30-25.

The "Jacks ended their season
with an overall record of 2-23 and

Alask Anchorage3

| @& /
z

finished the GNAC at 1-17.

Sayaka Rifu can be reached at
sr26@humbolidt.edu
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Legends of the fall
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A photo essay of this season's highlights
Left: Senior wide receiver Dustin Creager
(4) retired from HSU with 293 receptions
3 for 3,925 yards and 35 touchdown

o=

receptions during his four-year career,
all HSU and Great Northwest Athletic

Cream

- Espresso

~ Desserts

+44 O00 off

Conference records. “No one wants to end
their season on a loss, but only a few can
end it on a win,” he said after the ‘Jacks’
| season-ending loss to Central Washington
on Nov. 6.
RECORD: 3-3 in GNAC, 5-5 overall.
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Ray Aspuria

RIGHT: Eureka native and HSU junior
midfielder Justin Gyenis (white)
dribbies past a defender in a recent
men’s soccer game in Arcata.
RECORD: 0-6 in GNAC, 8-12 overall.

@
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expires Nov. 30th, 2004

®

limit one per person

Arcata Plaza

Old Town Eureka

e.” 78\ 8th Street

215 F Street

Jacoby) 5 Storehouse

Between 2nd and 3rd

oe
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Erik Scheide

ark ALa

LEFT: Despite losing several heartbreakers,
the ’Jacks women’s soccer team ended their
season on a high note, defeating the CSU
Monterey Bay Otters 3-1 last Saturday in
Arcata.
RECORD: 5-7 in GNAC, 11-8-1 overall.

PIZZA

600 F Street (Uniontown

PAD

Erik Schjeide

RIGHT: The ‘Jacks women’s volleyball
team retired four seniors on Saturday

and lost a heartbreaking match to

:

Ab

Alaska Anchorage 3-1. See related

story on page 16.
RECORD: 1-17 in GNAC, 2-23 overall.
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Amar Georgeson

LEFT: HSU junior cross country
runner
Brian Kostock took first place in the
Humboidt Invitational on Sept. 17 with a
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time of 26.31. Kostock and fellow runner,
sophomore Jasper Peach, will travel to
indiana on Nov. 20 for the NCAA Division Il
Championship.
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CLOTHING
DOCK

we l1log

llth

Street,

Arcata

822:8288

YOUR PORT OF CALL FOR VINTAGE
CLOTHING AND EXPERIENCED THREADS
Z

®

Come see our large
selection of affordable
sterling silver jewlery!

’

Karen Wilkinson

From left, senior Christine Gorshe, alumni Megan Manning, sophomore Jennife
r
Nicholson, senior Kelly Lesher, sophomore Riza Hanes and junior Desiree
Berry

scrimmage during halftime of the men’s football game on Nov. 6 in Redwood
Bowl.

Rugby preps for spring season

HSU's only D-I team looks to dominate competition
Ray Aspuria
Photo Editor
Another group of women
might challenge the crew team as
the best under-represented team
at HSU this coming spring.
With two shut out pre-season
games under their belt, the womens rugby team is quickly becoming a force to reckon with.
The first of the pair of wins was
against the HSU alumni team.
It was the first time the HSU
team beat an alumni team since
the team’s inception in the spring
of 1997,
team captain Janelle
Blakely said.
A 17-0 score ensured victory

PLUS, CHECK OUT OUR
COLLECTION OF NOSE PINS
AND OTHER BODY JEWLERY!

for the Jacks’ women’s team when

ti ties Oldest

it played Chico State University at
Chico Oct. 23.
Blakely said it was a game to
remember because it was pouring
rain

and

She
that the
have

ed

f

the field was
drenched.
added
two wins
boost-

P .

the

teams

growing
confidence.

“I play rugby for the ultimate
athletisism of the sport. Both (Katie) Malia and I agreed that it is
as physical as you can get when it
comes to athletics,” Blakely said.
“It encompasses every part of
your body, and makes every sin-

gle muscle on your entire body

work.”
She also said she enjoys rugby
because it is a true team sport be-

cause everyone
must support
their
team-

mates.

“When

ameeak

dite

Blake-

ly,

described

1806 4th St.

rugby

Eureka, CA 95501

\Sie224: 20ww.skinsignea.com
wwe nip h oo 20d

ad-

dict, said she

707-443-3809
3m" bya

a self

cle

on

every single musyour

ORD ht vedo

entire

body

“Definitely!
We

areveryoptimistic

tas ins comtle
season. We
have a strong

Janelle Blakely

you

must be there
for that teammate,” Blakely said.
“You have to be able to trust your
rugby sisters, and know that they
will be their for you, as you are for
them.”
This upcoming season the
team is attempting to reclaim past

glory with the last few seasons not
going the way the team wanted it.
“In 2000, the team went to nationals,” Blakely said. “It was a

later, we are rebuilding”
The reason for the drop in
play, Blakely said, is many of the
players on the 2000 team graduated and players that came in to replace them were inexperienced.
She said that experience is the

key to playing rugby.

“Experience really makes the

difference when it comes to rug-

it is a total workout.

by,” Blakely said. “It's really complex, players have to learn 15 dif— |

vie!

.

work,

because

plays

Out of the 24 players on the
team, only four are rookies. The
rest are returning players.
The season starts Jan. 29 against
UC Davis at Davis for the women
and the excitement can barely be
contained.

ery part of your body, and

strong team, but now, four years

OPEN 7 Days a Week

rience.

{Rugby} encompasses ev-

makes

thrown down
on the ground
by
an
op-

ponent,

«

ferent positions.”
This year's team showcases a
variety of experience and athleticism as well as a grain of inexpe-

‘°24.

and

are
_looking forward
to playing our next opponent,
Reno,’ Blakely said, referring to
the team’s next scrimmage.
Co-captain Katie Mailia reiterated the same feelings in a more
exuberant way.
“This is the season I’ve been
fucking waiting for!”
The addition of being the only
women's rugby captain

Division I team at HSU also adds

the excitement for the upcoming
season and competitiveness the
women have.
Blakely said playing teams
from Stanford, Berkeley and Davis creates an awesome feeling for

the team because a small school
like HSU gets to play teams from
the bigger universities.
“We are waiting to beat Cal

(Berkeley),” Blakely said. “Who
doesn’t want to beat Cal?”

Ray Aspuria can be reached at

acoustic. blues@verizon.net
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Healing
Waters Bookstore
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4677 Valley West BI. Arcata

REFLECTORS,
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826-9941
Now Open: Tuesdays 12-9pm _,..

HEADLAMPS.
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“Worship CDs - All musical vee Bibles,

Reference Works, Recovery Resources —&

Lumberjack
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The quality of this publication may be stupendously improved if the following items could be donated.
Sadly, we spend most of our
time in a cold, bitter hole

with raging red walls. And
need

assistance

from

outsiders.
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a

Humboldt Healing Rooms, same location:
Private Healing Prayer by trained teams for
the sick or oppressed & Prophetic Prayers for
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e Advanced Skin Care
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¢ Spa Treatments

Therapeutic Deep Tissue
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of asbestos
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STUDENT

3. basketball hoop

AND

SENIOR

DISCOUNTS

825-7655

4. cushions

Also Open Evenings & Weekends
Karhteen Frances Smech, CODT BS

Nex L Smuch, CODT CODA

Gift Certificates ¢ Insurance Billing « VISA * M/C

12. artist to paint
a mural
13. new carpet
14. vacuum cleaner

15. massage therapist
Any donations are great-

ly appreciated.
826-3271 or
lovely den, in
East, room 6.

Please call
stop by our
Nelson Hall
And thanks

for reading us.
Also sign up

Your own room

... fora let less than derms
» Pay as little as $345 per
month including utilities
» Get free internet access &
use our computer lab

to write

» Stay close to HSU, the

for The Lumberjack (JMC
327) next semester (prerequisite JMC 120)! It's a
wild ride if you're up for the

Plaza and on the bus line
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822-1909
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Every Soldier in the U.S. Army learns how to become a leader AN ARMY OF ONE. With your bachelor’s degree, you can become
an Army Officer and be a leader among leaders. In Officer
Candidate School (OCS), you'll learn management and
leadership techniques. Apply now. Openings are limited.

>> Call SFC Rick Dix at (707) 443-3019 to find
out about college loan repayment and
more Army benefits. Or talk to a Recruiter
at the

challenge.
Be brave,
be bold, be a

BE A LEADER
AMONG LEADERS

Eureka Recruiting Station
3220 S. Broadway in
Eureka, CA.
Monday - Saturday,
9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Lis é

QOAFMY.COM

nist:
<

G2001. Pasd fer by the U.S. Army. All nghts reserved.
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What’s your worst
shaving experience?
Name: Justin Vanegas

Year Sophomore

Major: Music

“| cut a mole once. That
was painful.”

Name: Lai Saechao

Year: Sophomore

Major: Business

“| don't really shave
because I’m not that
hairy.”

Name: Yuhmong Lo

Year: Freshman

Major: Botany

“I cut a piece of my lip
off once.”

:

Name: Rebecca Richardson! Jennah Litecky is participating in the Art Challange put forth by The Ink People. “Hand Photos by Amar Georgeson
in Charcoal #1”
(top left) and
“Looking Up” (bottom left) are two of the pieces she plans to display in the show.

Biggest art show in Humboldt

Year: Sophomore

Major: Liberal Studies

Ink People get ambitious with 30 paintings in 30 days

“I've cut my ankle
sideways and it scabbed
up and then | did it
again. So that was pretty
gross.”

Name: Tom Green

Shyama Kuver
Staff writer
The Artists’ Challenge has been declared and the artists
have taken it. The
Oe challenge is for them to finish 30 art pieces in
- ow at which time The ok People Center for the Arts plan
to display a forecasted 3,390 piec;
.
.
:
as

¢s of art in the Eureka Municipal “I think this is the largest number of .. or simply sana agp

Year: Graduated???

Andhoshum
sre mows now ace nieces4 in 9 gallery ever in Humboldt tance through donations and vol113 artists .hardThese
at work right (hah
unteering

Major: Making

a” Humboldt oneny ;
The
artists have paid the $60
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of himself and others.
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“There are dual intentions with

icked
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ee oo
up their 30 canvases measuring
9 inchs by 12 inchs. With medi:
ums
ranging
between
paint,
pen'

“Worst? | haven't
shaved in a while”

Bruce Brown

5

i

cil, photographs, 3-D media, metal, and weavings, it’s sure to
make for an eclectic mix and an exciting test.

the Artists’ Challenge through a friend.
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this event,” said Bruce Brown, de-

velopment director for The Ink

Ink People development director People. “It

Fyre Phoenix, a local artist, was in Seattle when he heard of

°

“When I first heard about it I thought that “This has got to
be one of the best ideas I have ever heard of.” he said.
Soon afterwards he brought it to The Ink People Center
for the Arts in Eureka. The Ink People, which it is endearingly
called, umbrellas about 40 different art programs. Like most
other non-profits it has some financial difficulty at times and
relies on those it helps, encourag-

for Humboldt County.’

is

i

'

Inka People and eet
an artisticselene
event

Marcie Hyatt, office assistant at ‘The Ink People adds, “This

also a great opportunity for the artists to meet one another.”

see INK PEOPLE next page
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INK PEOPLE: 3,390 painting show
continued from previous page
Jennah Litecky, a student at %

College of the Redwoods, has §
also stepped up to the challenge
and has been feeling very good

Sauueemas
[xiaanamg

about it so far.

ea

“It is definitely a challenge,”
she said. “It’s
a lot of work but it’s

@&

thur, nov 18

very exciting. It forces me to re- i

Ldehtatlle) he eh:

ally look at my art.”
There were 113 artists who
registered

by deadline

for the

“

imme

fed ce)

Artists Challenge but many of
them are working with other artists to complete all 30 canvases.
David McFarland, a Eure- {

eka [e)

lamomposina

_ velloso

colombia

brazil

mariana

montalvo
chile

ka resident and artist, is one of |
the people working with somei

one else.

“I’ve never really pushed my- $0 Griadeae
self to this extent,” said McFar-

S

Amar Georgeson

ten aa

Uno

will be submitting to The ink

land “Fifteen paintings in 30 People Art Challange.
days is hard enough for me.”
The works of art have to be completed and turned in to The Ink People by Nov. 26 in order to be displayed for the Dec. 4 showing.
“I think this is the largest number of art pieces in a gallery ever in
Humboldt County,’ said Brown.
“We are expecting this event to be huge,” said Phoenix. “Next year is
going to be twice the size of this year.”
Phoenix would like to encourage classrooms of students to do the
challenge together.
“We're going to use the whole year to prepare for next year's event,”
he added “We've kind of struck a homerun with this fundraising idea.”
Another reason the artists are so excited about the challenge is because it is a great chance to sell their artwork.
Although the majority of the gallery showing is free. But on Dec. 4
from noon to 6 p.m. for the price of $10, you can be one of the first to
go into the gallery before it is open to the rest of the public and buy any
pieces of art you wish.
Each piece will be sold for $30. $20 of the profit will be given to the
artist and $10 will be given to The Ink People.
“It will be a cash and carry sort of thing,” said Phoenix. “As soon as
you pay the 30 bucks for the piece you can take it off the wall and leave
with it.”
“Not only is it a great idea for a Christmas gift,” Phoenix adds, “but
it will be a great way to support the people who live and work here, as
well as, support the arts.”
Litecky loves the idea of her art potentially being sold.
“The idea of my [artwork] being sold is very exciting, especially for
a poor college student.”
With the sweet grin of a child she adds, “I just hope that they go to
good homes.”

ipeking
acrobats

|

&

Shyama Kuver can be reached at

srk11@humboidt.edu
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Advertise with The Lumberjack

11826-3299

get your

www.humboldt.edu/centerarts

tickets today!

826-3928
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Tom Green
cheers on
Campus
car

PRESENT

~

stuffing...
and .
‘the chron’
Cat Sieh

MARIANA

Luc Cebulski

Montaite

"Tia

Tom Green (far right) pretends to gag and wheeze
like the students crammed into the car Tuesday while
Business major Matt DeShazo (far left) looks on.

Barinas

ee er VA dst

(Dp!
mts)

Scene Editor
The Alternative Transportation Club was at it
again on Tuesday, stuffing as many people into a
Volkswagon Beetle as they possibly could. Only
this time, Tom Green, the former host of “The Tom
Green Show,’ was cheering them on.
Green was filming the car stuffing as part of an
“interesting people search” for The Tonight Show
with Jay Leno.
Earlier in the day Green went on a successful owlhooting expedition with Freshwater resident and
owner of LBJ Enterprises, Rob Hewitt. Owl- -hooting
involves trekking into the woods and mimicking owl
calls in hopes of hearing a return call.
Green also spoke with a few tree-sitters and said
that they were the most interesting people he has
met in Humboldt County so far.

When asked for comment during the event, President of the Alternative Transportation Club Renee
Stork declined, due to The Lumberjacks’s failure to
cover past club events.
“She's the only one with a pen and paper here,”
Green said in response. “I think you need a media
relations course.”
In addition to filming for The Tonight Show,
Green said he and his crew came to Arcata because, “We were going all over California and we figured wed come here and see what all this chron is
all about.” He then started chanting, “Bring out the
chron! Bring out the chron!”
There was no set date to air the footage on The
Tonight Show as of deadline.
Luc Cebulski can be reached at
locebulski@hotmail.com faite
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Amar Georgeson

Arek Parsley (left) of the Slewfoot String Band and Bret Bailey (right) of Que La Chinga
played it up at Humbrews Saturday night. Both bands play regularly in the area.

Rock rattles at Humbrews
Nicholas Petros
Staff writer

The malt beverages flowed thick and rich like the
Mississippi River with music to match last Saturday
night at Humbrews. The boys from Slewfoot String
Band started the knee slappin’ and were followed by
Que La Chinga and Dragged By Horses.
The Slewfoot String Band is made up of Arek
Parsley, Jay Swanigan, Jake Wiegandt, Chris Kennedy and Nathan “Badass” Benbow. The boys all agree
their music is a mix of country and bluegrass. Their
second album entitled “The Hens Won't Lay” was released Nov. 2.
“It was a great crowd tonight they were very rambunctious,” said Kennedy.
The Slewfoot String Band is getting ready to go
back into the studio to get to work on their next
album. Another gig is tentatively planned at Lost
Coast Brewery for the end of the month.
Up next was a group that definitely didn’t drop
the ball. Que La Chinga ripped it open with their
sound that comes close to Social Distortion. The
band is comprised of Chris Jaster, Brian Gibson,

Bret Bailey, Keil Cronin, and Damieon Foster. While
the band doesn't like to be classified they understand
that it is done. They say they are a generic rock ‘n’
roll band but can’t deny that they have some heavy
country and bluegrass influences.
Bailey said, “We sound like Creedence Clearwater Revival after an hour or so of huffing gasoline.”
They are planning to step back into the studio and
try and get a new album out by February or March.
Their last album is entitled “West Coast Whistle.”
“It's great having a crowd like tonight,” Bailey
said. “We're a band that feeds off the crowd.”
“I’ve seen them a lot of times,’ HSU student Michael McManus said. “They played a good solid set.”
So if you claim that all the music in Humboldt
County sounds the same, you definitely weren't
within earshot of Humbrews Saturday. This was a
high-energy evening filled with floor stompin, knee
slappin’ good times.
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t may be worth the drive to travel one town over to
buy and bag your own groceries.
In a shopping comparison of four local supermarkets,
Winco Foods in Eureka was cheaper by more than $10,
compared to Arcata’s Ray’s Food Place, Safeway and the
Co-op.
However, locally-owned grocers have more power over
prices than those controlled by corporate powers.
Arcata Safeway store manager Kevin Waters said his
store’s prices are determined at a corporate level.
“We have no control over it,’ Waters said.
When Bud Culbertson, pricing manager for the Eureka
Co-op and Arcata Co-op, receives a shipment of products,
he looks up the value in a manufacturer's catalog, then uses
a computer program to calculate the retail price.
This method has some flexibility. Culbertson said the

store keeps prices low on some items.
“We try to keep staples and basic stuff like rice cheap,”
Culbertson said. “People are willing to pay more for luxury goods like chocolate and ice cream.”

“People who shop (at the Co-op) use price
as just one criteria. (At Safeway) the only
money that stays local is for wages.”
Bud Culbertson
Eureka and Arcata Co-op pricing manager

Kelsey Kuhn, an HSU zoology junior, said she shops at
Winco for the economical benefits, in that its prices are
cheaper than any other local supermarkets. “[Winco has]
lots of selection—it’s a big store and the prices are reasonable.” Kuhn said.

Kuhn said if she had unlimited resources (a car and
money) her shopping preferences wouldn't change. “Food
is food,” Kuhn said. “I would go to Safeway because it's
closer, The quality wouldn't change, just the quantity. It’s
all about taste!”
Price surveys help Culbertson keep rates competitive.
He visits stores such as Murphy’s, Wildberries and Eureka
Natural Foods to check out their prices and has found the
Co-op’s are the cheapest. Culbertson said a price comparison was done six months ago and he noticed other stores’
prices of soymilk were lower, so the Co-op followed suit
and lowered its prices.
Culbertson said people shop at the Co-op for many reasons—quality food at good prices—but also because profit remains local. “People who shop here use price as just
one criteria,’ Culbertson said. “[At Safeway] the only money that stays local is for wages. ‘The rest goes to corporate

See GROCERY, pg. 25
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Continued from pg. 24
headquarters.”
At the Co-op, each department handles its own

pricing. Nick Stiles, the Arcata Co-op meat depart-

ment manager, said it's more of a neighborhood
market compared to chain-operated groceries.
Stiles said most clientele are educated in their

quest for fruitful provisions. “They do research into

health benefits of food and prices—they know what
they're doing when they come in here,” Stiles said.
“They read the labels, look at the prices and know
quality products.”
Deanna Turley, a sociology senior, shops at Safeway, Murphy’s Market and Wildberries, or anywhere

conveniently located with a good selection. “I like
Murphy's a lot because it's small,’ Turley said. “At

Brogis

Though she shops at Wildberries, she said prices

,

itt ot

bla

Safeway you go in and get lost.”

are a bit high for a student budget, so getting bulk

groceries at other grocers is more economical.
Turley said she would shop at Safeway and Winco
if she had unlimited resources. “They're cheaper and
at Safeway you can find good deals once in a while,”
Turley said.

Compiled by The Lumberjack. E-mail us at

thejack@humboldt.edu
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Safeway
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product

34,79 (She

$2.98

pre-made

|$4.99 (Sushi |

$2.99

(Okami)
| $9.99/b.

ells Sushi) | To Go)
8.79/lb. | $9.49/lb.

(Okami)
$5.78/Ib.

sushi
smoked

|e

| Wee e gee

| 3a.

jin

$5.00 BUY IN
Wednesday 8:00 pm
KARAOKE

Thursday 9:00 pm
DANCEHALL REGGAE WITH D.J. RAY
Friday & Saturday 9:00 pm

(Tony's) _| (Fish Bros.) | (Fish Bros.) | (Fish Bros.)

salmon
Great

$5.88/six- | $6.59/six- | $6.87/six- | $6.99/six-

Pabst Blue

welve($5.25/twelve-|$5.85/twelve- $5.45/twelve|$5.39/t
pack

White beer
Ribbon beer

pack

pac

pack

pack

THE HIP HOP MIX WITH D.J. RAY

Sunday

pack

pack

EXPRESS

KAROAKE

8:00 pm

BIG KAHUNA

STYLE

-pack

c | 98/liter | $1.99/liter | $2.29/liter | $2.79/liter
Pacifisoy

$1.48/bag | $2.19/bag | 2 bagsfOr | $2.79/bag

y

go

Pineapple

$2.75 (1 qt.
| $1.38 (1 at.| Natur
al Value)
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Who
ey
turkle

.36/lb.

q

$1.99/Ib.

$

$3.39 2 d) qt.
[$2.36 (1 qt. | store
bran
q

5O

.99/\b.

.99/\b.

lf
5/half | $1.79/ha
g/half | $1.85/han lf | $2.1
Humboldt | $1.6
gallon
gallon
gallo
gallon
teanery
$1.38 (Snobo

-lb.

$3.29.

(Russet)*

| 2 for

$3.00

(ot o

2.29

(Russet)

Daisinee

or Del Monte

brown eggs

$1.65!

avacado

88

$2.29*

91-96

$1.85

$1.75

, $2.19

$2.18

$2.45

$2.9: 9

$ 2.69

$4.39 for 1

$3.79 for 1

$5.49 for

Mac
Anni
theese
R e’s

|

Tofu
oz. ae
14 eho

ia,

dedier $3.78 for 1

eo
sugar
tampons

$

$2.35/dozen*|$2.39/dozen|$1.89/dozen
| 2 for $1.50

99

. [$2.6, 9 )(5-Ib-ID.
795-Ib.
$2,; C&H)
-Ib.
; 515]
33.1
1
=e
C&H
Western Fam.)}
ERM)

1.98(5-Ib.
7.33/40-

4.75/20-

$7.35/40-

arm

Black Lungs?!
‘ Thankfully you have ac hotce.

$4.99/40-

Contact

ok Tampax ioe Natracare] pack Tampax |pack Tampax

* indicates organic items
Prices are subject to change.
Prices were gathered between Nov. 11 and Nov. 16.
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Providing the BEST selection of Asian
products, ingredients and imports.

| Featuring
:

_
j

from Korea, China, Japan, /

items

| Laos, Thailand, Vietnam, the Philippines ;
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Photos by Nick Tellin

Candice Rice, ethnic studies major (top left). William Jacks, a biology junior (top right).
Will Gharapetian, geography/journalism major (bottom left) and Nick “Grub” Carle, art
studio senior (bottom right) both cut their locks off.

Vers Deny

Nick Tellin—staff writer
Nick “Grub” Carle didn’t wash his hair for three

from]. You were definitely stereotyped as a drug

dealer or transient if you had them,’ Gharapetian

said.

years. The Humboldt State art studio senior remem-

bers the stench of what he fondly refers to as his

“beast handles.” He described the process of growing dreadlocks as “pure stamina.”
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“It was time

|

myth about individuals with dreads

dreads for various reasons. Some with dreadlocks at

25 1098 as a person's dreads are not in the beginning

tangles and societal pressures.
“It is my response to everyone that constantly

i &

and I cut —— off,” Gharapetian said.

‘ that it is impossible to wash their hair. In reality,

fighting a never ending battle with unclumps
cooperatibeats
ve curls,

ag

ever ybody had them

grow

HSU concede that just letting their hair form into

KE B AD 5
Li FETIME'

When | on up here I a

told
me* to straighten
my hair out when I was grow;
:
:
:
s
:
ing up,” Candice Rice, an ethnic, studies
major, said.

There are many ways to achieve the dreads.

Rice and fellow dreadhead Destiny Young, an environmental science major, both said once they quit

combing their hair, dreads just naturally formed.

Young initially cut her dreads off after moving to

Arcata, but has since regrown them. “I felt as if I was

of a
part salads

{ techen pa

Young
g at HSU]”]? Young

sai
said.

“Growing up on the border of Texas and Mexico, no-

body had dreadlocks where I am from”

en

When asked about how he washes his dreads, In-

diana resident and HSU visitor Nate Steinbacher said
he uses tea tree or peppermint oils. “Just put some of

the oil in your dreads and wash it out” Steinbacher
id
°:
;
;

Young finds it peculiar that dreadlocks are so

POPUlar here, as Humboldt County does not have
‘é optimum weather for dreads. “It is always damp

and wet here,” Young said. “It is hard to completely

“oo
€

aa

ihiinel

frst writings about

nen

the unmistakable

hair

style come from India in approximately 1800 BC.

The actual word dreadlock comes from Jamaica, and

is attributed to the early movement of the Rastafari.

A similar sentiment was shared by ex-dreadhead

a"

5*#8° they are not that difficult to wash.

= a word comes from “dread,” meaning fear
and
horror.

eh

“Dreads were not big in San Jose [where he is

aiethad he these whe de dat ene
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See DREAD, pg. 27
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Your Advertisment could he here

Gall 620-3209 to find out how

Tara Apperson—Copy Chief
Cheese will taste a lot better
than it ever did after not having
it for three months. That's because
I eat it now. I’m vegetarian, and a
very happy one at that.

A vegan diet is very difficult

be disappointed at the thought of
not knowing the dietary habits of
Tara Apperson, I sincerely apologize.
Have a good Thanksgiving. I'll
be eating mashed potatoes with
butter.

DREAD: woah
Continued from pg. 26
for the natural clumping process
to occur is called twisting. The

length of the process varies from
person to person depending on
hair texture and lifestyle.
The procedure requires one to
simply twist segments of hair into

whatever size of dread desired and
then laden with hair wax.
Once the lock of hair is thoroughly covered in wax, twist a
rubber band on the end and poof,
you are on your way ro a head full

of dreads.
Nick Tellin can be reached at
nat11@humboildt.edu
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Students

Fly Cheaper

holiday travel, study abroad, spring break
Sample fares from Eureka / Arcata:

Los Angeles

$99

Francisco

$99

Honolulu/Maui

$406

coats an
San

Sample fares from San Francisco:

London

$309

Paris/Rome

$346

Tokyo

$600

ma one

Visit StudentUniverse.com for cheap student airfares
on major airlines to 1,000 destinations across the US
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I also want to try to buy only
local cheese like Loleta and Cypress Grove to support the happy cows and goats, and their hard
working farmers.
All things considered, when
you think about a random meateating person, who less than a
year ago was afraid to eat anything
vegan, adopting a vegan lifestyle,
one should be impressed. I am.
To all my diehard fans who will

for

saripdaias

milk and butter as ingredients).

store

,

stipplies..

what is and is not necessary despite what the government is trying to sell us. I won't eat beef,
chicken, or pork, will try my
hardest to only buy cage-free eggs
and won't drink milk because it’s
gross (but I will eat things with

bead

beading

troduced to the realities of food,

Your

beacls

to maintain if you don't have a lot
of time to cook, or much money
to spend on groceries. Safeway
doesn't have very many vegan options, especially for ready-made
foods and frozen foods, which are
a lot easier because you don't have
to spend an hour cooking. Unfortunately, the ready-made vegan
meals get pricey and boring.
Buying groceries at the Co-op
was costing me upwards of $100
a month, where shopping at Safeway costs more like $60 a month.
For the record, being vegan
has changed my lifestyle in many
ways. I am happy to have been in-

HUNAN * CANTON *PEKING
SZECHUAN * MANDARIN * DIM-SUM

be cee

We have the largest

ty

VEGETARIAN MENU
in town!

Bring this ad and get

off*

10%

your take-out or dine-in order!
.

' Fine Chinese Cuisine on
the Plaza...

UWAN

.

761 8th St.
On the Arcata Plaza

q

Call for to-go orders

PLAZA

or reservations

822-6105
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The Schatz Energy Research Center
Thanks to a new $500,000 testing station,
Schatz remains state of the art

Tiffany Newton

clean, modular, and durable. No pollution whatsoever is
produced during operation. The heat produced can be recaptured and utilized for space heating with a cogeneration system. The produced water is pure enough that it is
used as drinking water on board space shuttles.
These characteristics make a fuel cell a good power
source even in densely populated urban areas where emis-

Staff writer

People gathered at the Schatz Energy Research Center

(SERC) on Monday, Nov. 1, to view a demonstration
of the

sions requirements are stringent.

Courtesy of Schatz

new $500,000 fuel cell testing station, including Congressman Mike Thompson.
The testing center was a line item on the congressional budget sponsored by Thompson. Viewers also included
SERC Co-Director Peter Lehman, National Hydrogen Association President Jeff Serfass, and HSU President Rollin
Richmond.
“A fuel cell is a device that can produce electrical energy
similar to a battery, but requires fuel like a car engine’, said
Dave Carter, a SERC student assistant and environmental
resources engineering senior.
The ones created by SERC are proton exchange membrane fuel cells, referred to as PEMs. The PEM mixes hydrogen and oxygen to produce electricity heat and pure
water.
A fuel cell converts the hydrogen into usable energy, in
this case electricity, at 40 to 50 percent efficiency, a steam
power plant is typically 35 percent efficient, and the efficiency of an internal combustion engine in most vehicles
is only about 15 percent according to the SERC Web site,
www.humboldt.edu/~serc. However, the hydrogen needs
to be transformed into a usable form by isolating hydrogen
atoms from water. This is done by electrolysis, a process
that uses electricity to split water molecules.
The positive effects of fuel cell energy can be undermined by using electricity during the electrolysis process
that is not created by renewable energy methods such as
solar power. Fortunately, SERC relies on solar panels thereby making the process emissions free except for heat and
pure water.
The purpose of SERC is to continue to improve fuel cell
technology, promote sustainable energy resources, and educate the public about renewable energy technology said
Carter.
SERC builds fuel cells and testing stations for other universities, and is in the process of building testing stations
for the University of Michigan and Kettering University.
They also help other universities get started in the field.
“Our goal is to improve durability and reduce the

costs of fuel cells,” said Lehman, who is also an engineering
professor at HSU. “With the testing station, we can control and measure the physical variables and improve performance.”
“[The program] is very unique...we actually design and
build fuel cells here,” said Carter. “This is the main reason

I came [to HSU in 2000].”

SERC built its first fuel cell in 1992 to power aquarium
pumps at the HSU marine laboratory. Since then SERC has
built an array of stacks ranging from 200 watts to 9 kilowatts.
Their stacks have powered a fleet of vehicles for the city
of Palm Desert, a mountaintop radio repeater in a remote
area in Northern California, and even helped school children from Santa Cruz make ice cream for politicians in the
nation’s capital.
According to the SERC Web site, a fuel cell is quiet,

The function of the fuel cell testing station is to test
the performance of a fuel cell by monitoring and controlling different variables including how much fuel and oxygen are being used, how much power the fuel cell is drawing, the temperature of the fuel cell, and how much power,
heat, and water the fuel cell is producing said SERC Co-Director Charles Chamberlin.
“The purpose of the fuel cell testing station is to test the
performance of different materials and designs to improve
the performance and reduce the costs of fuel cells” said
Chamberlin.
The new fuel cell testing station is designed to be less
expensive than previous models and more flexible said
Chamberlin. SERC’s first fuel cell testing station went into
operation in 1992 and has been used continually over the

past 12 years.

While other universities work on creating new materials to be used in fuel cells, HSU focuses on building and
demonstrating fuels cells.
SERC has two undergraduates and one graduate student on staff. They have five student volunteers called docents that go to schools to give demonstrations, table at
conferences, and give tours of the facilities. They also work
on various projects with the Renewable Energy Student
Union

(RESU).

Annually

SERC

gives tours to over

Tiffany Newton can be reached at sunny.

rose16@hotmail.com

Hydrogen fuel cell schematic
Electricity
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Amar Georgeson
Greg Chapman, a fuel cell engineer, at the new fuel cell advanced materia
ls testing station at SERC.
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students.
If you are interested in SERC, they have a tour that is
open to the public on the first Friday of every month. For
further information give them a call at 826-4345.
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[SCIENCE]

Bat warning in library
Library has dealt with bat problem for years
Science Editor

With a recent report of rabid
bats on campus, and several students getting precautionary shots
for rabies after touching one, bats
have become a hot topic.
Library employees have grown

used to at least four bat sightings each semester in the building. Sometimes two a week, said
evening and weekend supervisor
Lisa Coleman.
“One of our student employees
herded one out just before that
article (on rabid bats) came out,”

Coleman said.
Bats have been an annoyance
in the library for a long time, and
some poeple just ignore them.
“I've seen students studying
just ignore them as they fly above

their heads,” said Coleman.
Anne Marie, the student employee who herded the bat out recently, most likely will be encouraged to call HSU bat expert and
biology professor Joe Szewczak.
“Any bat, Joe will catch,” said
Coleman. “Even if they have rabies.”
When bats have gotten stuck in
the library in the past, employees
have tried to heard it out. One recently refused to leave the library
and died, possibly from thirst,
speculated Coleman.
With the recent rabies scare,
Szawczak is the turn-to bat man.
The bats are possibly coming in
through a tiny hole somewhere in
the ceiling. Students are encouraged to not touching them. Any
contact with the bats is cause for

“One of our student em-

ployees herded one out
just before that article

(on rabid

bats)

..NeW, Used guitars, banjos, mandolins, violins, plus an enormous selec-

came

out.”
Lisa Coleman
Library supervisor

the precautionary rabies shots, six
in all over a one-month period.
Any bat problems, or problems
with any feral animals, should be
reported to the Department of
Health and Human Services at
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Patrick Brown

tion of books, electronics, videos,

ey

strings, percussion, and accessories... ARH

1027 | St. Arcata, (A, 822-6264
W/o) G20 621110) Pa

445-6215.

Patrick Brown can be reached at

pdbrownca@yahoo.com

Mold almost shuts down J
Summer cleanup fights off mold growth in kitchen
Patrick Brown
Science Editor

Some people swear mold isn't
that bad, and some people swear
that it is the root of all their health
problems, but the Department of
Health just knows it doesn’t want
mold in the J.
This summer,

the J cafeteria

failed its initial inspection because of excess mold.
Mold produces things called
mycotoxins

and

spores.

Symp-

toms of exposure to harmful
mycotoxins include headaches,
shortness of breath, chronic fatigue, nosebleeds, nausea, dizziness, rashes, and hives.
Housing and Dining, along

with most residents of Arcata,
have a never-ending battle to fight
with mold.
Mold can establish itself in a
room through a small leak, as it
did with Creekview

residents Ja-

net Wood and Patty Plante last
year, or through houseplants, or
any surface left moist. Once established, it is hard to get rid of.
Wood and Plante said that last
year it took several weeks, and
several cleanings to remove the
mold from their dorm ceiling.
In many

cases, painting over it

works, but not always.
Mold thrives with food, which
can be almost any organic surface
such as wood, and moisture.

Of more than 20 Redwood and
Sunset dorm residents questioned
by the Lumberjack, all reported
that mold has not been a problem
for them or anyone they know in
the dorms.
The bathrooms looked freshly painted and no walls showed
signs of excess mold.
The housing side of Housing
and Dining seems to be winning
the battle.
The J spent this summer scouring the kitchen and dining hall
to get rid of the mold, and they
passed the second inspection.
Patrick Brown can be reached at
pdbrownca@yahoo.com

Distinctive shower looks for your
bathroom in patterned cloth or vinyl
and clear pastels. Special order other
styles. Hooks, curtain liners and bath

pillows to coordinate your bath.
Open 7 Days
1031 H St. ¢ Arcata

822-3450

|

2817 F St. ¢ Eureka
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Affordable Care
Close To Home
Ds

Dr. Mark Henry
Dr. Martha Henry

Chiropractors

Hii

Subscribe

For serious pain relief call
Humboldt Back & Neck
Pain Center, You'll get
individual care and professional expertise
from the moment you walk through the door.

$14 per year » S7 per semester

NAME

Subscribe to The
Lumberjack and
rest assured
YOU WON'T
MISS OUT.

We provide both traditional and low force
Activator chiropractic techniques.
Most insurance is accepted, student
discounts and payment plans are available

STREET ADDRESS

CITY, STATE, ZIP
SEND YOUR CHECK, PAYABLETO THE LUMBERJACK, TO:
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY
NELSON HALL EAST 6 ° ARCATA, CA 95521

Humboldt Back &
Neck Pain Center
1781 Central Ave, McKinleyville, CA

Call 839-6300

CALENDA
Wednesday 17
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Piano Studio Recital
Fulkerson Recital Hall, HSU
8 p.m., free

Kundalini Yoga

Presented by HSU music
department.

Green & Gold Room (FH), HSU
1 p.m., donations accepted
Meets every Wednesday. Facilitated
by the Religious Studies Club.

Due to Thanksgiving break, The Lumberjack will not be published

next week. Regular publication will resume on Wednesday, Dec. 1.
SHSSHSSHHSHSHHSSHSHSHHSSSHSOHEHSHSHESSHHSSESHSHESHSTHESHSHEESSESSHESHESSHEHSHSHEHHSHE
HEHEHE SHHSSSEHOHSESHEHESESEESESBESESESEE

The Cowboy, the Indian, and
the Fervent Feminist

Marijuana Anonymous Meeting

Gist Hall, HSU
4 p.m., free
Aone act comic play by Murray
Schisgal. Also perform on Nov. 19 at

Annex 125, HSU
6 p.m., free (Meets every week.)
Visit www.marijuana-anonymous.

4 p.m. and 8 p.m.

org or call 839-7857 for details.

Karaoke wi Rich and Judy

Annual Thanksgiving Sing

MVP Sports Bar,

The First Congregational Church,

535 5th St., Eureka

900 Hodgson, Eureka
7 p.m., donation (cash/canned food)
Songs of praise, celebration and
Thanksgiving.

8:30 p.m., free
Kamakazi karaoke with drink specials.

Friday

Meet the Agency Night
Adoption Horizons,

19

Guided Tour of CCAT
CCAT, HSU
2 p.m., free
Call 826-3551

Photo

Huckleberry Flint

Latinas: Women of Latin America, featuring Mariana Montalvo from Chile, Brazil’s Belé
Velloso and Toté La Momposina from Columbia, will perform at HSU on Nov. 18.

Sunday

Edgewood Dr. Myrtle Ave., Eureka

18

A Holiday Showcase
Kate Buchanan Room, HSU
8 p.m., free
Featuring Jammers League.

Zen Meditation
Goodwin Forum (NHE), HSU
10 a.m., free
Meets every Thursday. Facilitated

The Placebo,

Discussion on Sexual Assault

7 p.m., $5 + annual $2 membership

Student Recital Gabriel
Fulkerson Recital Hall, HSU

p.m. for carpool. Part of the National
Marine Debris Monitoring Program.

Mathematics Colloquium

8 p.m., free
Presented by HSU music
department.

Weekly Walk of Arcata Marsh

Redwoods.

Public Field Trip to Southern
Humboldt Community Park

Forbes Complex Renovation

Parking lot just off Kimtu Road,
Garberville

eees

Big Mountain Benefit
2297 Jacoby Creek Road, Arcata

for details. Hosted by

Great food and music by Clan

Dyken, Tina Malia and Elk Thunder

Multicultural Center, HSU
7 p.m., free
Meets every Thursday.

Bring binoculars and look for birds.

The Placebo,

Arcata Bottoms Run

7 p.m., $4 + annual $2 membership
Singer from Berkeley.

1611 Peninsula Drive, Manila

The Smokedaddies
wi Jimi Jeff & the Gypsy Band

$6 membership ($8 family)
A Six Rivers Running Club event.

Rumours,
415 5th St., Eureka

Call 445-9377 for details.

SSO
Oe
"SO Se

Biues and funk performance.

Women of Latin America

Mushroom Walk

Van Duzer Theater, HSU
8 p.m., $35 ($30 seniors/children,
$25 w/ HSU ID)

9 a.m., $9 ($7 members/students)

Dr. Squid

Lern about fungi with Virginia

Sal’s Myrtlewood Lounge,
1696 Myrtle Ave., Eureka
9 p.m., $3
Classic rock and oldies songs.

Trinidad and Big Lagoon area

Waters. Call the Natural History

A cross-section of contemporary and
traditional Latin American music.

Museum for location and carpool

Call 826-3928 for details.

information at 826-4479.
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K-Mart,
1500 Anna Sparks Way, McK.
Sponsered by Marine Corp League
and Arcata Fire Department
Donations also welcome at:
Arcata Station, 631 9th St.
Mad River Stattion, 3295 Janes Rd.
McK. Station, 2195 Central Ave.

Holiday Open House and
Store Sale
Natural History Museum,
1315 G St., Arcata
10 a.m., donations (members free)
Refreshments and music provided
Call 826-4479 for details.

Tuesday 30
An Evening With Poet
Laureate Billy Collins

7 p.m., free
Local Delta bluesman. Call 8229015 for details.

To see

Christmas Toy Drive

26

The Metro,
858 G St., Arcata

9 p.m., $3

Q

A Six Rivers Running Club event.
Call 822-3136 for details and entry.
A 5-kilometer (3.1 miles) run and
walk. Prizes provided for winners!

Don Haupt

Mark Antony

1730 Janes Road, Arcata
9 a.m. — 2-mile race,
9:30 a.m. — 8-mile race,

Meeting

Interpretive Center,
South G St., Arcata
2 p.m., free
Hosted by Friends of the Arcata
Marsh. Call 826-2359 for details.

Drum. Please bring donations of
non-perishable food and warm
clothes. Call 442-5008 for details.

Klopp Lake lot, foot of | St., Arcata
8:30 a.m., free

Queer Student Union Weekly

25

Gazebo at 2nd and F St., Eureka

6:30 p.m., $10

Public Field Trip to
Arcata Marsh

The Depot, HSU
6 p.m., free
Meets every Thursday.

Bring binoculars and look for birds.

9 a.m., $6 membership ($8 family)

Bayside Grange,

Redwood Region Audubon Society.

Parenthood Weekly Meeting

Klopp Lake lot, foot of | St., Arcata

8:30 a.m., free

Turkey Trot Run

8 a.m., free

Vox: Voice for Planned

The Alibi,
744 9th St., Arcata
10:30 p.m., $1 (21+)
Non-schtick dance party.

1:30 p.m., free

20

27

Public Field Trip to
Arcata Marsh

Thanksgiving Morning Walk

Saturday

Call 444-8001

Redwood Region Audubon Society.

Thursday

noiserock.

Saturday

Call 268-8052 for details. Hosted by

Meet at the HSU library circle at 1

Interpretive Center,
South G St., Arcata
2 p.m., free
Hosted by Friends of the Arcata
Marsh. Call 826-2359 for details.

10:30 p.m., $3 (21+)

8:30 a.m., free

Bunker Road, Samoa Dunes,
and OHV Recreation Area

Henriques

The Depot, HSU
5 p.m., free (Free pizza provided.)
HSU wants student feedback on the
renovation of the Forbes Complex.

744 9th St., Arcata

DJ Thanksgiving Brown

Three bands performing.

Meeting

ee

Local band and Portland

Policy at Humboldt State

by Dave Arnold from College of the

ee

Vintage Soul

Parking lot at the foot of West Del
Norte Street

The Depot, HSU
6 p.m., free
An open meeting to discuss possible
revisions to the current HSU sexual
assault policy.

4 p.m., free
Pre-colloquium tea at Library 56 at
3:30 p.m. “Using Technology in the
Teaching of Multivariate Calculus”

eee

The Alibi,

Ocean Conservancy
Beach Clean-up

1611 Peninsula Drive, Manila

Siemens Hall 128, HSU

4

Public Field Trip to
Eureka Marsh

Arcata Plaza
10 a.m., free
An appearance at this year's final
Farmer's Market on the Plaza.

The Mother's Anger, Lenka
Dusilova, w/ The Bug Pedals

by the Religious Studies Club.

The Broken Order
wi The Merrick Foundation

10 a.m., free
Purchase unique Christmas gifts.

Seeeeresessoceseseseseseeeses

Thursday

Give Thanks:

21

your event

Van Duzer Theater, HSU
8 p.m., $25 ($20 seniors/children,
$15 w/ HSU ID)
Poetry reading hosted by CenterArts.

listed in this calendar,

e-mail

the

date, time, price, location and a short description
of the event to The Lumberjack by 5 p.m., Friday prior
to the event. Publication is not guaranteed.

><]; events@humboldt.edu

2:

(707) 826-3271, Fax: (707) 826-5921

Nee

ci: Nelson Hall East, Humboldt State University
Arcata,

ee

Holiday Craft Bazaar
Sacred Heart Perish Hall,

be

8:30 p.m., free
A free jam session.

iarids wb:

858 G St., Arcata
7 p.m., free
ACD-release party of the local
bluegrass band.

Rumours,

415 5th St., Eureka

ga

The Metro,

Jimi Jeff & the Gypsy Band

Courtesy of www.putumayo.com

California,

95521

SESESESESESES

Call 444-9909 for details.

for details.

SHEESH

The meeting is open to the public.
All levels of interests welcome.

SCHCSCOCHHES

10 W. 7th St., Eureka
7 p.m., free

PRSULARESHRP
ARE oUedRdR
UCAA
ARG DENGLEE
ahaa eens:

The Lumberjack seeks a Student
Advertising Representative. Position begins January 10th 2005,
with training December
Ist

through

8th. Candidate should

have excellent people and communication skills, experience a
plus. Must be enrolled in at least
6 credits at Humboldt State. Position is paid by commission. Hours
are flexible, but Fridays/Mondays/
Tuesdays are busiest. Please call
Sarah at 826-3259 or stop by the
office in Nelson Hall East.
en
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ee
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Gentle _ holistic Chdiieeeitie
care. Relief for sports, auto and
stress-related injuries and imbal-

BODY PIERCING
RIGHT
DONE

ances. Jan Dooley, D.C. and Lorna

Skrine, D.C. 912 Tenth St., Arcata
822-9171

AA ON HSU CAMPUS Fridays
& Sundays 7-8p.m. Saturdays
1la.m.-noon SBSB 405 442-0711
AL-ANON IN ARCATA Tuesdays (ACA) 7-8p.m. Thursdays

7:30-8:30 p.m. Arcata Methodist
Bldg 11th St, Room 7 443-1419
NEWCOMERS WELCOME

e

i

Six
Bedroom
House,
McK
$1,800 plus security. 822-8039.
Recently remodeled, wood floors.
Game room, laundry, with washer dryer, nice solarium. 8 minutes
to campus. Online: hsu.och101.
com

or _

JOHN

Low-fee counseling for HSU
students. Treatment available for
anxiety, depression, and PTSD.
Office located above Moonrise
Herbs on the Square. Teri Callaghan, MFT 498-3927

RogersRentals.com/

;

housing

*

HumBoats Boating Center Sail,
Row, Kayak, Canoe. Water taxi
Tours of Humboldt Bay from
Woodley Island Marina. www.
humboats.com 707-444-3048

PACED with
ANOW

a ie eee a

The New Feudal Society: How
to Prosper in the Coming Age Of
Poverty and Privilege
www. businessspeaker.biz

a

F STREET

ARCATA

LOPEZ

822-3363

PIERCER

sas

Quatch

presents

SIX RWERD BREWERY

The Brew with e View, ¢ NEL Footsall Too. McKinleyville
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NARCOTICS
ANONYMOUS
- FOR MEETING INFORMATION CALL 444-8645.

THE

€

NOBTH

A

R
COA

OPTIONLIine
S550!
*+ (707)

442-2345

3 times the amount of your
purchase recirculates into
the community when you
buy from a locally owned
business instead of a chain.
NORTHTOWN
957

H STREET

ARCATA

weekly
Breakfast
specials
sundays

on & TN sil

a-See All (3 Games, All Day Lona.

DirectTV NEL Sunday Ticket

Only

lOam-|Z2em

Cootsall Packsae.

Plus

drink

specials!

YES, Breakfast in MckKineyvilie!

BOOKS
822-2834

northtownbooks.com
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Internet Special!
$9.95 per month
eee high speed internet with accelerator software

DSL

now available!

Go to http://www.rain.@rg/services
or call
888-770-7821 to start your account toda
PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS « TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS

Sunday
- Thursday

noon
to 11 em
OPEN

EVERY DAY INCLUDING
corner Sth & J, Arcata

SUNDAYS

© 822-2228

& HOLIDAYS

reservations

